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My child, was lucky
and

I DIDN'T
KNOW

IT

"I

t seems like only yesterday when I dressed my little.
Lucy up in her best and took her to a nearby piano
leacher that had been recommended. It was a lucky
day for Lucy. Neither of us knew then that it was the
heginning of pleasant years of musical training that
would culminate so successfully.
"Because Lucy's career private piano teacher was aflili·
ated with Progressive Series, she obtained the ultimate
in music instruction.

Now I know the difference

between

a "Music Education" and just "Piano Lessons".
"As Lucy progressed through the years, it suddenly
dawned on me that my daughter was becoming an
accomplished musician. Better still, she understood
the music she played. She knew important things
things that permitted her to interpret the music in a
professional way.
"Today, Lucy is an accomplished pianist. Some of her
friends who took just "Piano Lessons" weren't so fortunate and did not fare as well. Yes, it was a lucky day
when I eruolled Lucy with a Progressive Series teacher.
At the time, I didn't know how important that difference
was, but I know now!

A Perfect

•
•
•
•

a Treasure Today, an Heirloom Tomorrow

Story tone MAHOGANY

Sounding
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OF QUALITY.

PROGRESSIVE SERIES PLAN

name of your

Address

nearest dealer.

·Progressive Series Teachers are located in
every state and 14 foreign countries.

PIANO COMPANY
BOULEVARD, CHICAGO

BY ONE FAMILY

ONLY

Board

STOR Y & CLARK

INSTRUMENTS

BY APPOINTMENT

Dept. 56
P. O. Box 233, Clayton, St. Louis 5, Mo.
I am a career private piano t.acher with an activ. class.
Please s.nd m. a cop)' of "Ihe Care.r Private Piano Teeeber",

hi I
t lS ovely instrument. write [or the

28 EAST JACKSON

EDUCATION

No fee for oppointment

·Nam •. ,

you are interested in see'mg and h eanng
.

OF MUSIC

• Correlated Theory Program
• Superior Teaching Materials
• Institutional Affiliation
• Teather Placement Service

A copy of the handsome brochure,
"The Career Private Piano Teacher", will be.
sent without obligation to any active teacher.

(crack-proo!, split-proaf-forever)

If

PLAN

TEACHER AFFILIAtiON

~"lr(Q)lR1f ~ (CJU\~

the incomparable

SERIES

rested Lenon Plans
Teacher Workshops
Pr.-Instrumental Program
Foreign Music Seminars

Career teachers with acceptable backgrounds
and active classes are invited to inquire about
Appointment and Teaching Authorization.

If you are a career private piano teacher who is interested in the ultimate in Musical education for your
students, write for details today about how you too
may obtain an appointment.

oom&mJLWJ,~mm.rrec~""
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Founded 1883 by
Theodore Presser

E

MOZART
contents

Bicentennial

FEATURES

CONTEST
for best Creative Study
Unit about Mozart
prepared by 8th
Grade Classes
FIRST

II Charles Ives "...
a composer
with something to say,"
12 "Music, Music Everywhere,"
S. Gordon Joseph
13 Learning to Learn Bach, Rosalyn Tureck
14 Diction in Singing, Part 2, Joseph A. Ballew

for your school:

J. Becker

19 A New WOJ']d for Music, Cedric Larson

DEPARTMENTS
Oddiues, Nicolas Slonimsky
6 World of Music
8 M ueic Lover's Bookshelf

4 Musical

15 The Student PianjSl, Past
17 The Dance, Walter Terry
-18 New Records

PRIZE

John

and

Present,

William J. Mitchell

21 More Band Tours!, Edwin C. Knub.
21 To Build an Orchestra. Walter P. Smith

Library of Columbia

21
22

Records and Phonograph

Choral Music in College, CLyde
Exploring the Organ via Radio,

IP. Holsinger

Albert J. Elias
40 Here Comes the Bride, Alexander McCurrly
41 ...Concerning David Oistrakh, Harold Berkley
43 Teacher's Roundtable, Maurice Dumesnil
43 Violin Questions, Harold Berkley
43 Organ and Choir Questions, Frederick
Phillips
44 The Accordion in School, Theresa
Costello
54 Junior ETUDE, Elizubetli
Cest

valued at $500

Numerous Other Prizes
Registration closes September
30, 1956. Contest closes JaDuary 27, 1957,

MUSIC
Contest
commemorating
the 200th anniversary
of the
birth ofW. A. Mozart is offer.
ed to all 8th grade classes in
the U. S. Its objective is to
stimulate student interest in the
music of Mozart and to provide
incentive for teachers to develop a creative study unit.

Piano

Instrumental
30 Arioso
Pieces

32 The
Write

NOW

You'll wonder

Compositions

23 Andante Amoroso (from Sonata in Bb, K. 281)
(from "Sonatas and Fanlac;ies"-J\I
zan}, Mouul.B,odu
26 Adagio (from Sonata in F, K. 280) (from "Sonatas and Fallla<;i s").1fouJTI-B,odu
28 Album Leaf, Op. 68, No.3 (from "Alblllll fOT the Young, Op. 68 and
Scenes from Childhood, Op. IS"), R. Sc/lllmaM
(organ solo). (from "At The Console" witb

Hammond
Registraticn) , Handtl·Fe/lOn

for the Young

JOYOUS

.

for

Composition

34 Postlude,

Peasant (Frcliche- Landmann, Op. 68, No. 10) (from "Album
for the Young, Op. 68 and Scenes from Childhood. Op. IS"), R.

SChUfflQIUI

Michael Brodsky
36 Dainty Miss, Elizabeth. Oldenburg
38 A Solo for the Cello, Jessie L. Gaynor

complete information and
registration form.

James Franci_s Cocke, Editor Emeritus

RECORDS
New York 19, N. Y.
~

"Columbia"

1907.1949)

Guy McCoy, Editor

Dept. E
Educational Department
799 Seventh Avenue

( Eduor
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joy it. People who have never played
before get pleasure from a Hammond
Organ in a month, or less.

You touch the keys of your Hammond
Organ, and begin a beloved melody.
How different, how alive and glorious
it sounds to you. As though you had
twenty fingers, as though you were
leading an orchestra all yourself.

Your Hammond dealer can actually
demonstrate
how quickly and easily
you can learn to playa Hammond, See
him soon, or mail the coupon.

You don't have to be a genius ~o en-

James H. Felton, Assistant Editor
George Rochberg, Music Editor
V. L. Fanelli, Art Director

HAMMOND

Cnntributine
Editors: Harold Berkley Therec:.a Co I 11 ~I
.
D
il
Albert J Elias Elizabeth A G
R'
H ~
s e o•. aur rce umesnu.
William'J Mit'chell Will' . Des~
°UseReylbul. George Howerton. Alexander McCurdy,
.
,
lam.
eve I, alph E. Rush, Iicolas Slonimsky. Walter Terry
Allan E. Shubert, Jr., General Manager

Only Hammond has Harmonic Drawbars that you can adjust to create thousands of tones and tonal blends. Only
Hammond has «Touch-R~sponse Percussion Control"* to give you added
harp, xylophone, and other percussion
effects. Only Hammond has Separate
Vibrato Controls on each keyboard for

interpretation

of your

Only $135 down for the Hammond
Spinet (not shown) at most dealers ...
up to three years to pay. Available in
Blond. Ebony or Walnut finish.
"'The percussion tones are produced at the option
of the player by playing any selected single note
or full chord, in a detached manner. with a fingering pause of as little as 1/20tll of a second.

,------------------------.
r Hammond Organ Company
[ 4210 W. Dfversey Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois

r 0

I am interested in learning how to play the
Hammond Organ before buying one.
I 0 Please send me your new Color Brochure
about Hammond Organs.

:

l
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ORGAN

I Name.
muelc'e most glorious

voice

I
: Address

C.
I Clty

_
Zone

.State

_

;-------_~~~~~~::~~~~
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A Hammond does more because •••

more_ expressive
music.

I

2

~

All these years of listening to music on
records, at concerts, on TV ...
and
never, never was it quite like this.

You will never get over the thrill of
it ... how much a Hammond can do
with your simplest music. For this is the
instrument that gives you the most , . ,
the most variety of tones, the most delicate shadings for every kind of music.

COLUMBIA

why you wai1'ed so long

1956
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Musical
Oddities
How can your church

by NICOLAS SLONIMSKY

CFE

advertise best?

moderate

cost,

they

reach your entire community-creating
a spiritual

blyon
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r

A

Teachetl and pupill alike find
the new.
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is FUN ••• but not just Fun-.- =-:.
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FAY TEMPLETON FRISCH
. . . nationally

known

music educator, as
Music Education Consultant

plied coldly that she did not regard
his instruction
as being of value to
her career, and therefore saw no reason for coming to his aid.

One of America's leading music educators Mrs. Frisch was a former chairman of the National Committee
on
Piano Instruction for the Music Educators National Gonference, has served
as supervisor of piano class instruction
in the public schools of New Rochelle,
New York, for over 20 years, and has
been a member of the faculties of the
University of Montana, the University
of Southern California and the University of Hawaii.

After World War II Minnie Hauk
found herself destitute
in Europe,
having lost all her money in the depreciation
of the German
mark.
Geraldine Farrar launched an appeal
in the United States to coUect funds
for the great prima donna, and Minnie Hauk was enabled to live out the
remainder of her life without privations.

I

n.a_

SUbK-rlpllon

.

Minnie Hauk's first teacher was a
man named Curto; she studied with
him as a child in New Orleans. Curto
lived a long life; in his old age, penniless and ill, he appealed to his former pupil, then a celebrated opera
star, for help. But Minnie Hauk re-

c...

Adv.,rlbin.
c ...... .,..pond.,nee
,baWd be aI·
d'eI~ed 10 Sadie .. Iud Sa"(il'" "-",.-:illel. ~
MldlHln
A~e .• i\., ... y.,k
11. N. 'f.... H.orrr
L)"tle. 332 5.. Mich. A..e_. Chiu ... ~. Ill•

~Ir~~t:~taJ

had married Lord Randolph Churchill. They brought with them her lovely
little boy, Winston Churchill."

nUlluine

c...

Eclilorbi

Pre-School Book 60¢ • Books I II III (E· 1 B .
Beginner) $1.00. "Keyboard'C;mes" aT y egmner) 75¢, Book IV (Early
with l.~sthalf of Book I, a~d all of Book'
material to be used
board (Supplementary material to be used witl n IABvek~turesAt The Key1a 0
00 s III and IV) $1 00

M. WITMARK & SONS,

mU,!li

10 Ihe Edilo....
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• Clear
• Comprehensive
• Contemporary
for the Teacher

See it fit gout defllet, without delflg
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Important teaching processes are at
work in this fine method and learning
becomes fun!

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company

like her ine
I Goethe' classic
"\Vilhelm Mcistcr."
•
Although h r real nome was Houck,
she pref reed the spelling Hauk. Also
Mignon
became
1innie. It seems
certain that h r m ther kept a board.
ing h u
in Atchius n, Kansas, and
that the lillie girl ang American
ng and
gr
pirituals which she
learned there. Atchin on wa then an
imp rtant steamboat
landing on the
Mis ouri River. In 1800 the family
went to
w
rI an . Til re he made
her debut.
fn h r
arly biographiea, wild
tortes were told l
ti fy the tastes
01 the en alion·hungry
public. The

ETUDE.

PIANO COURSE
• EasV
• Effective
• Entertaining
for the Student

ovember 16, 1851; her father

was
a German
carpenter
named
Hauck
who was involved in the political
events
of 1848, and fled to
America,
where he married an Amer.
ican girl. He was a lover of Goethe,
and when a daughter
we born, he
gave her the name Mignon, the elf.

atmosphere
responsive to
your
church's
message.

Churches everywhere have
proved their w~rth. For details,write-

01 Iamous ,ingers

are often as obscure as the ori.
gin of ancient kings and queens. The
bi~gr~phy
of. the American singer
Minnie Hauk IS a case in point. Little
is known about her early years. She
was born in lew York City, prohs.

Bulletin boards do advertise
a church, but Schulmerich
"Carillonic Bells" will do
it much more effectively.
At

STORIES

1

played the C major theme of Tatiana's
last String Quartet. Schumann heard
most spectacular
tale was about a
love, Tchaikovsky
whispered
into
a
constant
A
flat.
But
Beethoven
heard
kindly
neighbor
named
Leonard
Kashkin's
ear:
"I
am
so
glad
that
it
nothing.
Jerome who was kidnapped
by Inis dark here! I like this melody so
dians, was tied to the rails and left
much that I cannot refrain from cryDo any 20th-century composers, or
to his fate. "Already
there could be
ing." Kashkin did not answer; he was
their
friends,
ever
burst
into
tears
heard the whistle of the locomotive",
crying,
too. Two years later "Eugene
because of the beauty of the music
ran a contemporary
account. "Then
Onegin" was staged again. Tchaikovwritten
by
one
of
them?
When
"Eua young girl was seen nearby; she
sky attended
the general rehearsal;
gene (Inegin" was produced in Mosdarted from behind
the bush, and
virtually
all musical Moscow was
cow
in
1877,
Tchaikovsky
sat
next
to
with a knife cut the bonds of the
there. Taneyev rushed to Tchaikovsky
his friend Kashkin in the darkened'
prisoner and dragged
him down to
after the first act to tell him how much
hall,
lighted
only
hy
the
candles
at
safety." The story was mythical, but
he liked the music, but he couldn't; he
the
musicians'
desks.
As
the
scene
of
Leonard Jerome was a very real perwas sobbing from emotion.
Tatiana's letter began, and the cellos
son, a rich New Yorker whose daughAd"ertjse",etlt
--------------ter married
Sir Randolph
Churchill ,---------------•
and became the mother of Winston
ChurchilL In her Memoirs, Minnie
Hauk reminisces:
"Just before leaving London for Paris, we had the
pleasure of a call from Mr. Leonard
announces the appointment of
Jerome and his daughter, Jennie, who

J
I

Ravel's violin piece "Tsiganes" is
available
in several versions:
with
piano: with orchestra,
and with the
luthea!. When a violinist.
who intended to' pIa y the piece i~ America,
visited Ravel in Paris, the composer
was in a roguish mood. "So you want
to play my Tsiganes,"
he said, "but
do yOll know what the lutheal is?"
The violinist ruefully admitted that
he did not. "Neither do I!" exclaimed
Ravel.
Anditory

hallucinations
are amazingly common among musicians. Bizet

heard the double

pedal point A flat-

As Music· Education Consultant
for
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, Mrs.
Frisch will conduct music workshop
courses and bring the latest information
of piano teaching techniques to \'Vurlitzer dealers throughout
the country.
She will also appear before numerous
teacher groups to demonstrate
vVurlitzer's latest instruments and electronic
developments designed for music education.

THE
RUDOLPH
WURLITZER
COMPANY

DeKalb,
Illinois

In creating this new position, Wurlitzer becomes the first piano manufacturer to extend this service to music
educators.

E Aat going from left ear into the
right;
Smetana
heard
a persistent
high E, which he incorporated
in his I •

•
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from Baldwin
America's first family

choir. The Mass in B Minor will be
sung in its entirety
for the fifty-eighth
time.

World of
Music

music

In

The

Music

Educators

Natiobal

Con,

ference opened
its Colden Anniversa
'
B'renma'I Convention
ry
o beervance at Jts
in St. Louis,
Mo., April 13·18. With
thousands
of music educators from all
parts o~ the country
in attendance, the
convention had a full program of COn.
certs, panel discussions,
lectures, lunch.
eon and breakfast
meetings, and work.
shop demonstrations
in w hich SOmeof
the
foremost
educators
in their field
took an active
part. The National High
School
Band,
which included at least
two students
from every state in the
union,
presented
a concert, conducted
by Ruym nd F. Dvorak, which featured
the world
premiere
of 8 ne w OVerture
"Ameri
a, My
unrry," written espe.
cletly for 111 occasion by Robert J.
Dvorak
(no r IOli n to conductor Ray.
mond
F.).
It
of th most interesling
feature
of th
comenlion
was the
MEN
Ideo Annhersary
Centee and
Hi tor i u l Exhibit.

The

a superb new organ
...Baldwin Model 5A

Forly·ninth

the Bach
condu

h ir

of

AnnunJ

Fealival of

B thlehem, lfer Iones,

r, wil! be h ld at Bethlehem,
Pa.,
'la y 18 nnd 19. Artisls participatiug
in Jud
d I Addison, soprano;
Eunl e Alb rts, ccntraho ; John Mc.
I

Collem.
t nor;
fa k Harrell, bass;
and
erne»
0 er, organilll. Mary H.
Ivens i rh
I)iano accompanist
10 the

To the Baldwin Model 5, for more than 8 years the most wanted of all
electronic organs for church use, Baldwin now adds outstanding new features, creating a comprehensive new instrument, the Baldwin Mode15A.
STOPS
GREAT

16' Bourdon

8'
8'
8'
8'
8'
8'

8' Open Diapason

NEW 8' flute
8'
8'
4'
NEW 4'
NEW 2'
NEW

NEW

Dulciana
Tuba
Octave
Rohr Flute
Fifteenth

VIBRATOS
Light, Medium

SWELl.
Violin OiopasOll
Stopped Flute
Salicionol
Trompe""
Clarinet
French Horn

PEDAL
16' Open Diapason
16' Dulci<lno

16' Bourdon
NEW

NEW 8' Orche.tral Oboe

COUPLERS

fun

MANUALS
Swell and Great, 61 key.

NEW 8' Swell to 8' Pedal

4' So/ice!
NEW 4' aarlon

each.

8' Great

ta 8' Pedal

NEW Swell to Swell 4'
NEW Swell to Great 16'

NEW 2' Floutino

Swell ta Great

8'

NEW Swell to Great 4'
EXPRESSION
NEW separate expres.ion pedals for each manual with
•peclal.witch to control pedal tones from de.lred manual.
32 note, concave,

radial,

PEDALS
detachable_built

to standard

specifications.

ACCESSORIES
Tone Color Variont

• Main-Full Echo Switch.

Operating

Pilot Light.

Pedal

Light

AMPLIFICATION
SYSTEM
NEW-Provision i. made in the con.ole for two channel amplifica_
tion-with manual tones amplified separately from pedal tone ••

r--------------I

J
I

I
I
1
I
I

L
6

o

0
D

.,

_

The BA.LDWIN
PI~no Company, Organ Division, Department'

E56,

Cincinnati 2, ;hl:-

Send mformatIon on New Baldwin Model SA
Send .informat!on on other Electronic organs built by Baldwin
Send mformation on Baldwin's unique Manufacturer-Customer
Finance Plan
ORGANfZATlONL

_

By

ADDRESS.

ClTy'--_-_--_-_-_--_-_-_--ZON

_

-'--

••
'---"-STATE,-----

_

_

---

THIS MONTH

Th cover of £T DE ho'A a eeetiee
of a lorge mural. 30 by 6 feel, painted
in oil b
Mi
\Iari n
reeneeed 01
Ne\\ York
it)'. and rectnlly un\·e~ed
in Ihe ball-room of Ihe- oe... udent center 81 Ihe Lnhef!lily
of Tenntset. The
,< inging
.\Iura'"
depitl
the color.
rhYlhm and mo\.em 01 of Tennessee folk
music from the "mok)' \loUniains 10 the
i\Iissi ~ippi Rher.
The seclion of tbe
mural used on the co\.tr ahow the "blar"
ing beal of Real
treet jazz and blues.
Lhe 'eg-rO ~pir-i'U81.... and fOOl-lapping
country dance
.,.

8' Cello
8' Flute
8' Principal

8' Vox Humano

NEW 4' Orchestral Flute
and

THE COVER

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Miss Greenwood.
often referred 10 as
"America-s
oUlSlanding ".,·omanpainter."
has also recenl!)- fioLhed a large mural
for the
nh"eT!.iIY of
an Hidalgo in
Morelia . .\texico. Lbis 8 "ignment bring·
ing her lhe distinction
of being Ibe first
woman 10 be commi
ianed by the )Iex·
iean go\.-ernment
to do sucb work.
ET DE greau
appreciate! the cour·
leous co-operation
of !he nh"ersity of
Tennes..e:ee nOI only in granting permi!'
sion 10 show thi.!!; painling but also in
suppJ)'ing
the colored film necessary for
such a fine reproduction"

- -'
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from Baldwin, ..
another triumph in piano engineering

Charles Wagner,
veteran
concert impresario,
died in New York City on
February
24, at the age of 87. Mr. Wagner had been the manager
of hosts of
world
famous
stars
including,
Mary
Garden, Galli-Curci,
Frances AIda, J obn
McCormack,
Charles
Hackett,
Walter
Cieseking and many others.

THIS NEW

HAMILTON
STUDIO PIANO

Charles Gilbel't Spross, noted pianist,
organist,
and accompanist
for many
artists
of a past era, has retired
as
organist-choir
director
of the First Congregational
Church
of Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., after more than 25 years of service. Dr. Spross has been identified all
his life with the city ol his birth. He
gave his first piano recital at a conce~t
of the Euterpe
Club in Poughkeepsie
in 1892.
The
Stadium
Concerts which will
open in New York on June 18 will have
among
its guest conductors
two who
will be making
their debuts.
Howard
Mitchell,
conductor
of the National
Symphony
Orchestra
of Washington
will conduct
three
concerts
and William Strickland,
conductor
of the Oratorio Society of New York will conduct
two concerts.
Other conductors
for the
six week period will include Alexander
Small ens, Pierre
Monteux,
Vladimir
Golschmann,
and Thomas
Scherman.
Louis Kaufman,
American
violinist,
was soloist with the London Symphony
Orchestra
on April 10-12, for the BBC
, Third Program,
conducted
by Bernard
Hermann,
when he played Walter Piston's Violin Concerto.
On April 14 he
played the Hermann
Goetz violin concerto with the BBC Northern
Orchestra. On May 19 he will give the first
performance
of the newly revised Violin
Concerto
by Robert
Russell
Benn~tt
with the London
Symphony
Orchestra
at Royal Festival
Hall in London, with
Bernard
Hermann
conducting.
The American Guild
of Organists
will hold its 23d Annual
National Convention in New York City, June 25·29,
in celebration
of its 60th an"niversary.
The A. G. O. has approximately
15,000
members
with chapters
or branches
in
every state, the District
of Columbia,
Hawaii, Alaska and the Canal Zone.
The Berkshire
Music Center will be
held at Tanglewood,
Mass., from July 2
to August
12 in connection
with the
Berkshire
Festival
concerts
of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra,
conducted by
Charles Munch. One of Italy's foremost
composers,
Goffredo
Petrassi
will serve
as guest teacher
of composition.
(Continued on Page 48)
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HEAR THE DIFFERENCE,
FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

/

• More soundboard area
• Greater string length
• More vigor, vitality, volume

~'4--fd!~".~

-.:.'
IN ATTACK

•••

,-

IN EVENNESS

IN VOLUME

•••

•••

lalbUlin
PIANOS'

ORGANS

America's first family
in music

Baldwin engineers have developed a cornpletely new scale for the Hamilton studio
piano. Only slightly wider than its predecessors, Style 243 has significantly greater
sound board area and increased string
length throughout the bass. This, with redesigning of ribs and bridges, results in
what can best be described as TONE LIFT.
You feel the difference in its new, more
positive response and ease of playing. You
hear it in the volume, quality, vitality of its
tone. For today's outstanding advance in
piano engineering ... the perfect piano for
teaching, school, professional and entertainment use or for the home ... get the
full facts on this new Hamilton, Style 243 .

Send tadcry for the new
Exclusive Baldwin

•

Hcrmilton Fad file and

Institutionol

Financing

A ...angement.

The Baldwin Piano Company, Dept. E-S6
1801 Gilberl Avenue, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Please send:

o Hamilton Style 243 Fact File
o Exclusive Baldwin Institutional

Financing

Arrangement
ORGANIZATION

••

NAME ••••
ADDRESS.
CITy .............•.

••..

ZONE .•.•

STATE •.
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THE BOOKSHELF
Thesaurus of Orchestral
Devices
by Gardner Read
Reviewed by Bernard

Rogen

[Mr. Rogers is a faculty member
Eastman school 0/ Music.]

•

0/

the

This capacious book is a dictionary,
encyclopaedia,
collection,
assembly,
gallery, storehouse, and treasury of instrumental data. But the name Thesaurus will serve. The sole example of
its kind-at least in English-the work
is hard to classify. A terrifying amount
of labor has gone into its 600-odd pages.
The fruits are generous. The author
has garnered from nearly a thousand
scores (mostly modern, and all published) the devices and inventions of a
host of orchestral com posers. This is
a book for the student and savant, for
the practicing composer and orchestral
gourmet. Mr. Read is a well- known and
accomplished composer;
his book reveals him as an amateur, in the best
sense, of tonal thought.
The Thesaurus is indeed imposing.
It lists virtually everything
possible
(sometimes barely possible) for instruments. Can one "mute"
the oboe or
bassoon; can these double-reeds doubletongue? Yes;and triple-tongue too; the
references are here, by composer, opus,
page and bar-number.
Useful also is
the list of ranges for all instruments,
as given by the familiar texts (up to
1952), completed by Mr. R~ad's "definitive" ranges for professional
and
student players. These are valuable
matters, insofar as they are practical,
but they form only a fraction of this
huge compilation. Miracles are possible
to the modern orchestra, and the author
has traced most of them, small and
large. True, he does not discuss or describe the aural effect of these procedures. Two good reasons support his
reticence. First, it is impossible
to
describe sound. It has been tried, over
and over, always falling short, even
when the genius of Berlioz is present.
Second, it would have tripled the size
of the volume, already formidable. The
instruments in their many guises can
be known and ultimately mastered only
through patience, experience
and talent: by constant and intent listening,
actual and mental. One of the arches.

8

tra's major mysteries is that each composer's ensemble has its own distinctive
sound. This springs from the nature of
his harmonic and lyric "handwriting"
j
from his textures, spacings,
doublings,
etc., etc.' To discuss such subtleties,
if
possible at all, would need a wall of
volumes. As it stands, the scope and
detail of the book are astonishing.
For
Instanee, no less than sixty-four
pages
are devoted to exam ples 0 f the percussion choirs, along with the many varieties of mallets and methods
of performance. Twenty-seven pages are given
to the harp. The main families
are
treated in like affectionate
detail, covering larger territories.
A few reservations
must
be mentioned. Mr. Read is over-generous
in
the case of certain instruments.
Ranges
exceeding
four octaves are allotted
to
the viola and cello: these are excessive
even for solo performance.
Deep B-Aat
is unnecessary
and inadvisable
for the
French horn. Low C-natural is available
on Bass trombone. The upper altitudes
of the wood-winds are generally
optimistic;
students are easily misled unLess strongly cautioned. Of great value
are the many examples of bowing style
and of wind articulations.
All in all, a remarkable
example of
devoted research. Mr. Read has served
well the orchestra aficionado,
who will
receive
his work gratefully.
Pitman
Publishing
Corp.
15.00

Encyclopedia of the Opera
by David
Reviewed

Ewen

by Abraham

lacters from operas, librettists, titles of
arias, etc. All this is naturally very
confusing,
and it would have seemed
preferable
to separate the listings according to the specific subjects in can.
sideration.
But this is after all an en.
cyclopedia
and the general rule mUst
be in this case, to use the alphabetical
order from beginning to end.
As far as I could judge, Mr. Ewen
has been of an exemplary accurateness
in all his statements and facts, In the
contemporary
field however, I could
point out some omissions and incon.
sistencies. Luigi Dallapiccola is such an
example.
Only his second opera "The
Prisoner"
is listed.
There is no lnformation about the composer, neither are
his two other operas, "Yolo di Nolte"
(1939) and "Joh" (1950) mentioned
although
both have been exten~ivel;
performed
in Europe. In the field of
American
opera
r have especially
missed the names of orman DelioJoie
and Hugo X isgall who have each com.
posed thr e I rue (and good ones at
that).
But I UPI> se thal in a fieldof
constant
hong
u h a the COntemporary on.
omi slon ere uJl8\'oidabie
and must I
eXCII, d.
n the whole
this is a uq Iu l volume for all opera
I vel' . I mUSI add that I have not been
able to find rbe answer 10 one cl the
questions
list d on the cover, although
thio; is suppo ..ed 10 be the only book
ill the world whi h ould answer it.
Th qu stiou i : "Whal pen wascom-

mission

I by the

"COLOR WOODWIND'S"
for your band ...
Accurately

Remarkable

There is no dou~t that with his En.
cyclopedia
of the Opera. David Ewen
has given us a volume of which the
novelty of approach is its most striking
element. It does indeed offer (as say
the advertisements)
a wealth of information on various elements of O!>era not
to. he found elsewhere. Going through
tll1~ volume one finds listed in al phahelIcal order titles of operas with their
pl?ts (varying between a two-page detaded. account and a mere outline of a
few hnes according to the popularity
of the opera), composers, singers, char-

SELMER E&

Improved SELMERBb BASS
CLARINETS

So easy to play, so rich in
tone quality, so accurately
pitched that the alto clarinet need never again be a
"stepchild"
in your band.

elebrated h)"pnOli~t

Available in 3 fine models.
New neck tuning slide, new
bell key placement, many
other refinements.
Compare price, musical quality,
and lifetime construction!
Also made with extension
to low C!

Time- Telted Artist Quality
SELMER OBOE
Many Selmer oboes built
twenty
and twenty-five
years ago are still being
played
daily. Maintains
traditional
Selmer tonal
and tuning standards.

In '1y Time

Extended Range SELME~'
BARITONE SAXOPHONES

French-made

SELMER ENGLISH HORN
Should be included among
your school-owned
equipment. Price fully justified
by reduced maintenance
costs. so important in com·
plex instruments
like this.

The 11 moir of
Alfr do a ella

Skulsky

[Mr. Sku,lsky, a n"ative oj Belgium~ before conung to tIllS country in 1948, is
a co/nposer and music critic.]

Developed in collaboration
with Marcel Mule. Same
high standard
of tuning,
tone, and lifetime construction as Selmer alto and
tenor saxophones.

ALTO CLARINET

Outstanding

Rel:-i~u;eJ

CLARINET

Clear full tone, jewel-like
mechanism.
As used in
foremost symphony orchestras and bands. Hear it on
London record mentioned
• below.

n M smer ?" ow, ~Ir. Mesmer is
nOI list d in th en) lopedia. So the
only thing 10 do. would be 10 go through
550 pages word by word or else 10 buy
an
ncyloj dio of Hypn i. I can do
n ith r, so r f el fru rreted. A. A.
Wynn, In •
7.50

U

New SELMER Mark VI Bb
SOPRANO SAXOPHONE

Tuned SELMER

Eb SOPRANO

III

by Dale Andenon

Alfredo Casella prefaces bis brilliant
autobiography
wilh OiA ~ole To The
Reader"
b ginn.ing "This is a ,'cry simple book. withoul an)' literal"} preten·
sions" and then proceeds to pUI down
in a clear. lucid balanced ~l}·le.""hicb
few autobiographer
ha"e e'er po5...~d
(not 'en Berljot). a grapbicetchiogo{
his notable career as a virtuo5Qpiani5t
and conductor.
whose field was inlerna·
tionaJ in 'ery ~en_ .
Here i a book which contains a
wealth of mU5:ical informalion and }"el
is l)resented
5t -1h.ticaUy 50 lhat it becomes a til faT)' lrea~UIe. The lran~la·
t ion by
peneer Norton is excellent
ni'ersity
of Oklahoma Press.
$4.00

THE E, D
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SELMER PARIS Eb CONTRABASS
CLARINET
For over 20 years, the preferred
contrabass clarinet with those who
compare before they buy. True clarinet tone quality-due
to acoustically correct bore and rosewood
body. Easier to blow and finger.
Special parts not needed - Eb key
permits reading any bass clef part at
sight with simple key signature
change. Hear it with Clarinet Sextet of Paris on London record LS1077 "The Clarinet.
Volume II."
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Fabulous
new Mark VI
model available in standard range or extending to
low A. giving solid bottom
to saxophone
section in
most-used
key signatures.
Selmer Power~Hammered
keys and rib-mounted
mechanism proved best for
school use.

ALSO AVAILABLE: SELMER Ab Sopranino
Clarinets, Basset
Horns, Alto and Tenor saxophones with extended high range,
5 models of Selmer (Paris) trumpets, new Selmer (Paris)
Trombone, fine Selmer Flutes and Piccolos.

-------------------------,
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PIANO TEACHERS:

A PANORAMA

EARN MORETEACH ACCORDION TOO!

.l6il1!1
',c~f
• easy to play
• easy to teach
easy to profit
You can learn to play and teach
accordion quickly and easily by
yourself. Piano teachers all over the
country are doing it. They have discovered that accordion teaching is a
musically satisfying and profitable
supplement to piano.

OF AMERICAN

MUSIC

,
' I"
I'S the first of a series of articles
ETUDE
inning In t 11S ISsue
.
I ' will publish
egr
..
A
'
and music by American com posers. rvmg Lowens a
t musIc In
menca
.
.
b k '
,
a au .
h I
I
sical Americana, will pomt
acx, In several essays, to
prormnent sc 0 ar 0 rnu
hi h h
hId
h
'
,
d
I
ts in this nation's past w rc
ave e pe s ape Its musical
Important
eve opmen
A
h
'ET
t t e same time,
UDE
days of colonial settlement.
history fTom t h e ear I Y
. I b
ivid
"
d especially
for its readers
bne
ut VlVI , representative
has oomrrussrone
h
k h
lb
I
entury American composers W ose wor
as contn uied
accounts 0 fi ve 20,h C
.'.
I
"
J
I
er·growing
matunty
of
our
native
musrca
art.
SlgnJficant y to t ie ev
.,
hi
John B ec k er ' s s t 01 yo, f Charles Ives which appears .. In t IS Issue, marks an
,
,'point
for any account of American
mUSIC, for [ves-the
appropnate
star rng
h I 19 h d
h
'
t
d
daring
innovator-spans
bot
t
ie
t . an
20t ." centu.
great expenmen er an
,
,
,
in
b.i
'
ell
as
his
life.
It
IS
one
of
those
perversrues
of
historical
t-ies In lS mUSlC as W
h
I
' d gment t Ilat. as Mr . Becker points out '..Charles Ives
as not yet aeen
JU
fA'generally
" d ' . this country as the Father-Ill
a creative sense-co
mencan
reeogmze
In
.
I'
'I
N d h b
' I et a I one as a vital '. powerful composer III 'ns own. fig 11.the0 J ou t , is
M USIC,
ianif ca nce JIl
in musical history will grow to truer proportions
as b e Increasing
srgm
'
on records,
reach a roader nauve
per f ormances 0 f II"S music , especially
B

b

audience,
I
'II not want to miss
' ETUDE's
I 0 enjoy Mr. Becker's artie e WI
R eacera
d
wn
I di I'd'
I
panoramic
series on other important
composers,
W 10,
Ireel. y or In I.recly,
have followed the creative trail blazed by Charles l ves : Walllllg!ord Riegger,
Henry Cowell, Aaron Copland,
William Schuman a.nd . Roy Harris. Look, too,
for an original story of shaped-note
singing and the 5l~gtng.~chooI8 of a by-gone
American era, specially prepared
for ETUDE by l,rvll1g.
WeM.
.
Look for all of these irnportnnt
Iearuree, whi h Will appear shortly, m
ETUDE'~ panorama of American
music!

Y OUf accordion students gain also.
Children

or adults,

whether

they be-

come professional musicians or play
for pleasure only-their accordions
are lifetime instruments they can
carry with them anywhere.

IN MEMORIAM

This is the logical way to make
extra money for which you have been
looking. Don't wait. Write today for
the facts on how easy it is to increase
your income by teaching accordion.

1878
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GRETSCH

FRED. GRETSCH Mfg. Co., Dept. ESS6
60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

-'
~
t:"

A_boOK of enjoyable
.

for' Young

O=:]'

J r.

,;J

Songs,'

Folk

SING TOGETHER

with
Harry Robert Wilson
Consolidated,Music Publishers, Inc.
140 W, 55 St, N, y, 19

,If you playa

HAMMOND

ORGAN

send us a postcard with your name
and address and we will send you
our new music catalog and samples
FREE. Do it today!

EMIL ASCHER,
Music Publishers

INC.

since 1879

745 fifth Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

ETUDE
pays tribute to Edwin Franko Goldman.
",ho died io
e'" York City on
February
22, at the age of 78. A£ler John Philip
1l!"8. 0.-.
oldman 'Ail! be remem·
bered as the most distinguished
bandmaslcr
of his time Dnd the man ,,'ho did much
to establish
band music as a vital expression
of }\merica'~
mu"ical life. Compoq,r of
almost 100 band works, of which the lilting march "On The Mall" is ~rhap! the
best-known,
Dr. Goldman
founded
the Goldman
Band in 1911-callcd We e. York
Military
Band at that time.
With the band he made sUlllmer concerts
in Cenlnll
Park 8 no\el bUI utremely
popular even!. Founder also of the American
Bandms!!lers
j~"OCialion. and bonorary
life president
of that organi7.tltion,
he w.-ote three book", on hand in"tmction and
lectured throughout
the countl"}' on band technique.
He commi~ioned
man)" new band
work: ~y Ame~ican. composers
and featured All-American
p'-O@l"am of band mu~ic.
Phllhps
Umverslty
and Boston
University
both confened
the honorary degree of
Doctor of Music on Dr. Goldman.
and he \\as decornted
for bi! coolributions to mu~ir
by the French and Italian governments.
Richard Franko Goldman, Dr. Goldman's
50n and as!l iate conductor of tbe Goldman
and his sister, Louise Goldman
Doolleief. ba\c- c:Mahlisbed 8 scholarsbip fund
III memory
of th~ir fatber. The proceeds
from Ihis fund ,,·ilJ be u~
~IO provide an
annual scholarshlp
at an accredited
school of music. for a ",iod instrument pla)'er o(
character.
and ability."
COlllriblllions
may be ~nt 10 the Edwin Franko Goldman
ScholarshIp
Fund, 51 Cbambers
St.-eet,
e .... York ;. New \ork.
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", . . a composer with something to say"

Charles 'E. Ives
"THE

EMERGENCE of America in the world of music is one of the
great events in musical history ....
In Charles Ives, America at
last has a composer with something to say, and who knows how to say if'
-Paul
Rosenfeld-New
York Critic, 1937,
"Thirty-five
years ago before Stravinsky
and the Viennese Atonalists
had cut their modernistic teeth, a shy bearded Yankee named Charles
Ives was busy writing his own kind of modernistic scores, Nobody paid
much attention
to composer I ves' strange complicated
scores. Today
I yes is regarded even by conservative critics, as one of the most individual and authentically American of all U. S. composers"-Time
Magazine, Jan uary, 1939.
"National Institute of Arts and Letters elects Charles Ives to membership in recognition
of his contribution
to modern music"-1945.
"Pulitzer Prize in Music to Charles Ives"-1947.
Thus in part ran the musical history of Charles Ives, who composed
his last work around 1928, died in 1954 at eighty years of age and is
still unknown or only known as a name, to most of the music loving
public in America, who may well ask "Who is this Charles Ives? What
about his music? Why isn't it played? Why don't we hear it?"
Charles Ives, one of the world's foremost twentieth-t:;:entury composers,
was definitely a product and fruit of the best in American life. He was
truly American, in the sense that although he flowered in the present,
his roots were firmly in the early cultural heritage" of our country which
surrounded his New England home, while at the same time his heart and
mind were attuned to the future, and in sympathy with the avant-garde
of American thinkers.
He was born in Danbury, Connecticut, October 20, 1874. His parents,
George Edward and Mary Parmelee Ives, were of early American stock.
His ancestors helped settle New Haven' in 1638 and among them were
distinguished
lawyers, bankers and ministers.
Ives began his musical training early under the direction
of his
father, who was a band man in the Civil War and later the center of
musical activity in the vilIage of Danbury,
where he directed the band
and gave instruction
in all theoretical
branches of music as well as
lessons in band instruments.
In those days of no radio, television or
movies, and few orchestras, the camp meetings with their hymn singing
and the weekly concert of the village band, were social and civic events
of importance.
These musical expressions
were Community
activity
in its broadest sense, since the members
participating
came from all
walks of life. They were not all trained musicians, with the result that
sometimes they sang out of tune, played out of tune or didn't play or
sing quite together. rves heard all of this and used some of these effects
in his music; also in
(Continued on Page 20)
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Mr. Ives in his study

by
John J. Becker
(Mr, Becker is Composer in
Residence and professor of music,
Barat College of the Sacred Heart,
Lake Forest, Illinois)
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Rosalyn Turec:k

Learning to Learn Bach

" Music , Music Everywhere"
(Above photo is scene from "The Meistersingers"

A resume of the most important
this summer in European

festivals to take place
music enters.

by S. Gordon 10 eph.
(Mr. Joseph, a resident of London, England, has contributed anicles to various British magazines and spe iolist jOltrnals.-Ed.]

Scene from "Hdelio," given during the
in the historic Austrian city of G,raz.

ANYBODY
CONSIDERI
G a vacation in Europe thi year just can't go
wrong-as
far as music is concerned. From
ne corner of the con.
tinent to another, 1956 promi e to be a vinteg
year for mu ic festivals:
from the majestic Scottish capital of Edinburgh
t
u tria's sparkling
city of Vienna, from the lovely old Han eati p rt town of Bergen amid the
Norwegian fjords to the rich southern pi ndor of ranada in pain.
Not only will you be able to hear the best that the w rid of musichas
to offer; you can listen to it performed
in th fin I hi toric buildings
or against
the background
of Europe's
mo 1 ex iling and exquisite
scen~ry. To you, the music itself is, of cours , U1 important thing. You
cher-ish your Bach or Benjamin
Britten, your
agner or amuel Barber.
whether you listen to it in Boston, Buffalo or Birmingham.
But how greatly
the work of thcse and other composer
is enhanced by the beauty of the
settll:g~ 10 Whl~h they are played!
The mu ic of Bach omehow acquires
a prrstme quality when heard
in the yearly festival at the Bavarian city
of Ansbach.
So it should:
for Ansbach
was Iormer ly the court city of the
margraves
of Brandenburg,
and
(Continued on Page 16)
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Dancers
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The ancient Romon amphitheatre-the
Verono, where open air concerts are
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Arena
given.

from an interview with Rosalyn Tureck
secured by Rose Heylbui

at one of the Bayreuth festivals in the recent post.)

at

ot a concert

in the Boboll

Gordens,

f1orence.ltoly.

HAVING

FALLEN ill love with Bach during her

student days, Rosalyn Tureck pursued
her ardors
until she became America's foremost Bach specialist. Her
all-Each recitals are an anticipated feature of our national
music season, and her interpretations
are hailed for their
liveliness as well as for their deep-searching
revelations.
Miss Tureck. who combines vast erudition
with native
gaiety, is entirely at home in all schools of music; she
gives master-lessons
in 19th century Romanticism
to professional colleagues;
as Director of Composers of Today,
she devotes much of her enthusiastic energy to arranging
concerts of contemporary
works. But always, she returns
10 Bach as the best- rounded expression for every possible
shade of thought and feeling. Before leaving for a recent
extended European
tour, which included repeat engagements at the Edinburgh Festival, Miss Tureck made lime
to talk of her own approach to Bach.
"Bach requires
special menLal preparation,"
Miss
Tureck tells you. "You don't just sit down and learn
him-you
learn how to learn him. This intermediary
step
of learning how to learn is essential. It roots in habits of
'thought
which grew from musical sources
which are
different from the sources of the 19th century. The purely
pianistic aspects of Bach playing are also highly iruportant. The student
needs to develop
(1) a finger
technique which is much more complete than that which
is generally acquired
today. One of the most important
factors is the strength
and true independence
of each
finger; (2) a good, dependable legato; (3) a technique
for changing fingers-sometimes
on the same note, sometimes in sequences
which demand a kind of inverted
fiugering, such as fourth to third. third to second, elc.;
(4) a wide variety of staccato; and (5) a swift foot for
pedalling. All these are necessary; none is the least helpful
musically unless the playing is bulwarked by certain ways
of thinking.
"First, one must acnuire the ability to think in terms
of single lines of music. Without realizing
it, perhaps,
people since the 19th century tend to regard music as
melody plus accompaniment.
When they apply this conetude-crnov-lune
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cept to the music of Bach, they get lost, for Bach never
gives us melody-plus-accompaniment.
He gives us a series
of separate lines, or voices, which must be made to sing
independently
as well as to integrate vertically. One must
recognize these single lines (thinking
of them as single,
independent
lines); later, one combines them with each
other, which will produce harmonies,
as one result of
their combination.
This is a very different thing from
melody-line
plus accompaniment-line-c-indeed,
the moment one thinks in terms of more than one line, there
is the risk of thinking only vertically-harmonicallyand this is the greatest danger in playing Bach!
"As soon as one thinks in terms of single lines (without any implication
of harmonic
accompaniment,
either
above or below) one begins to detach oneself from the
conception of right and left hand. One must get into the
habit of playing musical lines with either hand (or both
hands).
The fixed notion of melody-hand
and accompauiment-hand
is all obstacle to playing Bach.
"Once the single lines have been mastered and the individuality
of their motives characterized,
one combines
them-still
conceiving them as single lines. At this point
one finds that the vertical (harmonic)
element is equally
present. In playing and listening
to Bach, vertical and
horizontal
movement are then equally important;
in
studying
and thinking, however,
I believe there must
first be a clear separation
of lines, later followed by a
synthesis.
"To insure each separate line a vigorous life of its
own, it is wise to begin playing the line, not merely as
notes, but as a study of each element of music within
the line. This means an analysis of its rhythm, its melody,
and. ultimately,
the harmonic
progression
which inHuences the shape of the line itself. Here rhythm
and
melody form the tangible materials.
Harmony is more
a matter of relationship:
look at the line and keep in mind
the harmonic
aspect which will not be fully stated until
the combination
of lines occurs. Let us consider these
three elements separately.
"In studying
rhythm,
the first step is to note all

]3

indicated time values. Next comes the
pattern-the
specific rhythmic or
metric design into which. the time
values shape themselves. In Bach
fugues, the subject always has a clear
and definite rhythmic pattern, formed
by the mathematical disposition of
time-value units. Write this pattern
out in the note values alone, above
the figure, without the pitch-2/16,
4/8, whatever it happens to be. On
looking at this pattern, one is able
to observe the line's meter-to
scan
it, as one does poetry, where meter
is formed by number of feet and
stressed accents. From this, one derives the actual rhythm-the
heartbeat-of the subject. Now, time, pattern, meter, and rhythm have been
established, and the line begins to
come to life.
"The next step is to establish the
melody of the line, again beginning
with the simplest element which in
this case is the direction of intervalmovement. Melody, which implies
tonal relationships, must be analyzed
in terms of intervals-that
is, space
(you progress by a second, a third,
a fifth, etc.}, and movement-which
is, direction (intervals going up or
down). Both melody and ultimate
harmony become clarified when the
intervals and the movement of the
subject are carefully studied.
"In addition to its interval-movement, each line of melody should be
further analyzed for its rhythm. We
have already considered rhythm in
establishing the metric pattern of the
motive. Now we examine the rhythmic
movement of the whole phrase. The
first thing we find is the vast difference it makes when the first note of
the melody comes on the first beat of
the measure; when it comes on a
down beat, or on an up beat. Melodic
line is fundamentally affected by the
rhythmic place of each note (quite
apart from interval-movement). This,
of course, is equally true of all types
of music.
"Still analyzing melody, we come
to harmonic structure. During the
19th century, the large focal points of
a composition were .completely dependent on harmony. Sonata form is
more deeply dependent on the absolutes of tone than is fugue form.
Within each phrase in music written
between 1750 and 1900 there is usually a harmonic point to which the
whole movement tends, or at which it
rests, and (Continued on Page 48)

PIANIST'S

Diction in Singing
br JOSEPH A. BOLLEW

gologist and author of books on the
care of the voice, Dr. Friedrich
S.
Brodnitz, as "a method in which the
larynx is pulled downwar d'" and in
which Hall the muscles of the vocal
organs are under considerable
tension." He therefore quite naturally
condemns it as "a frequent cause of
voice disturbances." It is also reprehen sible as a despoiler of good diction.
Its proponents assign to it the virtue of facilitating the emission
of
"head tones." In this connection it is,
in effect, a kind of legerdemain with
vowels consisting actually of an alteration of vowels at the passage into the
"head register" and within it. The
word love, for instance, pronounced
luv, is changed to lov, the oh as in
shot. An ah is changed to aw, and so
on. No open vowel is permitted
its
full, accepted value but is narrowed
and .pushed forward with a funneling
movement. What is the result?
First of all, the whole process entails a distortion of the sounds of
language and is, therefore, synonymous with bad diction. Its supporters
maintain,
however, that
covering
gives the impression of pure vowels.
Their sincerity is not to be questioned,
but their hearing is. By changing the
sounds of vowels they have become
so inured to the false sounds as to
be unable to hear the true sound as
true. The true sound seems false to
them and the false, true. The idea of
covering
arose through
failure
to
cope successfully with the emission of
high notes, from a Jack of knowledge
of the proper pro~edurcs
ensuring
unhampered productIon of high notes.
Coverers are. at the mercy of poor
vocal production.
. N~vertheless, assuming that cover.
mg is an aid to the emission of high
notes, i.t i.s a help at the expense of
good dIctIon and the risk of"
.
VOIce
d·Istur b"
ances. Any method' lllJUflOUS
. .

by WILLIAM J. MITCHELL

to the VOice, that gives it unmusical
qualities and destroys good diction
cannot be acceptable and should be
discarded.
Vocalization is the system which
it is claimed by many, makes vowels
truer and clearer if mixed with other
vowels. BUl very little thought and
le s experimentation
ere required to
realize that any vowel mixed with
another cea
to be itself and makes
for bad di tion.
Elocution d icuon i the term applied by its pponent to the diction
of sing r wh have been taught to
exagg rate the movements of the
mouth, Iii and tongue in forming
vowels, diphth og and onsonants.
It is presum d to in ure clarity of
diction. In reality it defeats its purl' se, is vi ually unestheric-c-which is
bad enough for any opera and concert perform r-and
it 81 0 is harmf ul to th voi e. which is worse.
Every exaggerated movement of the
mouth, Iii and tongue presses upon
the organ of ph nation, ubjects them
to ten ion _ and th refore makes free
phonation and lear diction very difficult.
nforced
mooth emission of
the voi e becom
in reasingly dillicult. A hard. harsh quality is the inevitable result and subsequently, in
the effort lor freer production. a muffled diction. Premature vocal decline
is as certain a that night follow s day
for all singer who are trained in elocution di tion and who persist in its
practice. It i equaU certain for singers who have had a good training in
vocal produ lion if deluded into
adopting it.
How then i clear diction to be
attained? The answer emerges {rom
a thorough
understanding of what
good singing is and what it iD\"ol\"cs.
It will be ob erved that the HenderSOn definition
quoted
previously
stresses musical tone produaJ by
the human voice as the requisite. basis
and ,"ehi Ie for the interpretation
of text. In (Continued on Page 4i)
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The Student Pianist,
Past and Present

Part Two

bas been described by
COVERING
tbe well-known New York laryn-

PAGE

"K EYBOARD
INSTRUMENTS
have many merits, but are beset by just as many difficulties." With
this gambit, Philipp Emanuel Bach
began the Foreword to his "Essay on
the True Art of Playing Keyboard
Instruments," the first part of which
appeared jn 1753. Because the merits
were accepted gratefully by the performer, and the difficulties had to be
met perforce, and solved by him, let
us turn to the student keyboardist of
C. P. E. Bach's time to learn a bit
more about his problems. Knowledge
of these will provide us with "a yard.
stick by means of which we can
measure the difficulties of the student
today, and perhaps resolve them more
successfully.

After the 18tb century keyboard
student had acquired a knowledge of
notation, including familiarity with
the C clefs, be faced his first difficulty
-fingering or Applicalur, as it was
called. It was around this time that
the traditional fingering, which made
sparing use of the thumb, was being
supplanted by a new method which
was worked out by Johann Sebastian
Bach, among others, and described in
detail QY his son, Carl Philipp. The
older fingering was fitted to an earlier,
waning style of keyboard music, while
the newer, which has since become
the basis of our modern systems, was
still relatively unknown. For the student, the difference was critical, as
can be gathered from our illustration,
in which two prevailing fingerings are
shown with relation to the scale of
A major. That on the top line was

.., . " .......
, ,

~ ••••
3
••
(.l ••••

• •

"

••

s

t
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"""""'---;=

described by Francois Couperin, le
grand, in his "Art of Playing the
Clavecin," which annc.t red in 1716.
The lower line illu~trates the newer
fingering advocated by C. P. E. Bach.
etude-mey-june
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Fingering, however, was only the
beginning of our ancestor's troubles.
If he planned seriously to become an
accomplished keyboardist, particularly in Germany, it was expected that
he would develop competence at the
clavichord, the harpsichord, the organ, and a recent arrival at this time,
the pianoforte. Each of these instruments made its own insistent demands
with regard to touch and idiom. Probably the most challenging, because its
capabilities had not been explored
extensively, was the pianoforte. The
keyboardist today can rejoice in the
fact that the demands of his profession call for competence on only one
keyboard instrument, the piano or the
organ. He is free to decide whether
he should extend his domain.
Another element in his training
was mastery of the art of embellishment. This task was twofold. First he
had to learn the many, often bewildering signs and their execution so that
he could follow the composer's specified indications for such ornaments as
the trill and its many variants, for the
mordent, the turn, the appoggiatura,
and others. This was difficult enough,
for the signs were not always clear
and the manner of indicating them
was not uniform. But quite aside from
tbis, he bad to develop the ability to
insert stereotyped ornaments and also
more elaborate embellishments where
he, the performer, thought they were
proper and effective, even though
they were not indicated by the
composer.
This latter responsibility was only
a detail of a much more inclusive
study of improvisation, which was a
vital part of the training of any serious 18th century keyboard performer.
It was normally expected that a competent performer would not only have
the technical equipment to deliver
written Qut compositions, but tha:t he

would acquit himself creditably in
the extemporizing of preludes, fantasias, and similar pieces. Today, our
skill at improvisation has so diminished that the few pianists and organists who have made headway with the
art become celebrities because of it"
and often quite aside from the quality
of the results.
Improvisatory skill of a high order
was required not only for the purposes of creating compositions on the
spot, but for the daily task of fashioning full blown accompaniments for
all manner of performances extending
from those for a soloist to those for
the large orchestra. These were customarily constructed from a figured
bass, or continuo part, the vigorous
and thriving ancestor of those often
deadly figured bass exercises that are
used as a form of torture in harmony
courses today. There was this significant difference, however, in the
theoretical training of the young performer in the 18th century-he
was
engaged in a practical pursuit when
he studied thorough or figured bass.
. Skill in the realization of an accompaniment from such a bass was an
absolute requirement of the skilled
performer.
Of course, not all accompaniments
reflected a high degree of refinement.
But at least the fashioning of an elegant accompaniment was an ideal
toward which the alert keyboard performer strived.
The requirements and training objective; of the keyboard performer
began to change in the final decades
of the 18th century. For one thing,
the newer system of fingering had
become pretty well established. For
another, the pianoforte had outstripped its rivals, the harpsichord
and clavichord. Haydn, at the end of
the century, said that he was no
longer in the habit of using the harpsichord. Indeed, the later sonatas
15

MUSIC,
of Haydn and Mozart,
and the latter's later Concertos are clearly written for the piano. Furthermore,
as
the Classic style came to maturity,
the composers were so much more
concerned with exact expression
and
the precise execution
of their musical ideas, that they wrote out, fully,
all of their accompaniments.
Thus
the accompanist,
now became solely
a pianist, lost his standing
as a fellow creator who co-operated
with the
composer to bring to completion
his
more or less general
ideas.
The
pianist's role, instead, became that of
reproducing
as faithfully
as possible
every last specification
of the fully
written out score. This included not
only an exact performance
of the
notes as written, but also a careful
observance
of marks of expression,
the signs for which were normally
lacking in the earlier music, although
expressiveness
was most certainly a
feature of earlier performance.
The

change from the Classic style

of the final decades of the IBth century and the first quarter of the 19th,
into the Romantic
style of the later
19th century, led the performer
even
farther away from the practices and
vigorous training
of the period of
Bach and Handel. The transition
is
1110st apparent, perhaps,
when we ex·
amine the 19th century
piano and
piano music. In fact, the Romantic
era might very easily be regarded as
the century of pian ism, for it was at
this time that the instrument
developed into the complicated
mechanism that we today
have inherited.
To, note briefly the changes that occurred:
the range
was greatly extended and the sonoric
capacities
tremendously
increased
by the development of modern pedals, a cast
iron
frame,
heavier
strings,
and
"cross stringing. Also, there were significant improvements
in the action
through
a perfecting
of escapement
devices whereby the hammer leaves
the string immediately
after striking
it and before the key is released.
Of course,
these
changes
were
paralleled
and indeed
required
by
significant
changes
in the style of
music composed for the piano. An intensified
expressiveness
is everywhere
apparent,
from
the direct
heartwarming
intimacy
of a Schumann in his "Kinderszenen"
to the
monumental
earth conquering
aims
of a Liszt in his B minor Sonata.

(Continued on Page 50)
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(Continued

EVERYWHERE

from Page 12)

where better to get the atmosphere
for
a performance of the Brandenburg
co~certi and other works of Bach, than III
the candle-lit festival hall of the margraves' palace, or in the delightful
Dr..anger y of its English-style
park on a
warm July evening?
May is the month when fest.ival~ of
music blossom out with the springtrme,
all over Europe; and the "Maggio Musicale," in the historic art city of Florence, has become one of the firm Iavorites. This Florentine
Musical
May
has become such an important
feature
of the yearly Italian musical scene, that
it extends, in fact, over the month of
June also. Its varied programs of opera,
ballet, chamber music and concerts are
held (from May 2 to June 30 in 1956),
among other parts of the city, in the
quarter
of the great renaissance
Piui
Palace: and from the adjoining
Boboli
Gardens, you can take in a wonderful
view across the river Arne, of the whole
of Florence
backed by the App nin
hills of Tuscany.
It is the great International
Venice
Festival which marks the start of the
autumn
season, in the latter
half of
September.
For this city of gondolas
and enchanting
waterways,
so redolent
of the past, is where the Contemporary
Music Festival is held each year.
Before the final chords of that festival have died away across the Venetian
lagoon, the first n-iumph ant notes of
sacred music soar above the ancient
hilltop city of Perugia, in the week devoted to the Sagra Musicale
Umbra.
Chamber concerts and oratorios are performed in historic buildings.
To Germany. the springtime
of music
festivals comes in the International
May
Festival at Wiesbaden;
when the companies and compositions
of almost every musical nation are represented
in
this elegant
spa city on the Rhine.
Then summer brings its share of openair concerts, too; and the courtyards
of
many a baroque palace are given over
to evening "Serenade"
performanceslike those of Heidelberg,
or the "Nocturnes"
in the court gardens
of the
Prince-Bishop's
Residence in Wiirzburg
where the yearly Mozart
Festival
is
held (from June 9-23 in 1956);
and,
of course, Bach Week at Ansbach.
In front of the Amalienburg.
in the
park of Nymphenburg
Castle.
is held
part of the annual Munich Festival of
opera and ballet (Aug. lO-Sept
9)'
wh~]e no less than a branch of the 'Rive~
Rh]~e and its vineyard slopes are the
selt~ng for the July-September
opereUa
festIval of Coblence! There. an isl d
'
'd
an
111 Illi
stream is the stage, backed by
tall lrees a~d t~e silhouette of the highterraced
hills In the evening;
and the

'auditorium'

Bayreuth

is the other river hank.

(July 24-Aug.25), the eli-

max of Germany's
international opera
season, is already so well known as to
make further
description unnecessarv.
But not many music-lovers know abo~t
the brief festival in Donaueschingen,
which takes place every year on two
October days, and writes 'finis' to the
grand array
of the nation's musical
events for the normal touring season.
Across the border in Austria, Mozart
is, of course, in more or less complete
command. The great centres of Austrian
music festivals-Salzburg,
Vienna, Graz
and Innsbruck-c-will
all be featuring
his works in their programs this year.
But the smaller Bregenz annual festival takes in concerts (this year by the
Vienna
ympbony
under Georg Solti,
Leitner and Hollreiser}, opera and bal.
let. The gr at attraction is undoubtedly
the oper ua, which is usually performed
under th
gaze of the towering Alps,
on rages out in the lake itself. This
year, the lake work selected is Karl
Mtllocker'e
"Beggar
tudent": and the
whole festival takes place from July

by WALTER TERRY

19-August 15.
Among
LIl Alps further west, in
witzerland,
the number of high standard yearly musi
festivals is remarkable. Lu rue's International August
Music Festival is, of course, the centrepie e. Bu L moat f the prominent lakeside and mountuin tourist resorts offer
musical events of more than purely local intere 1. Th charming old town of
Luguno has already begun its "Musical
Thursdays."
wh n famous conductors
and soloists give concerts each week
(until June 7)_ A MOZArt r stivalis part
of Geneva'
gay "Rose Week" at the
end of June.
Braunwald (Lake Lucerne) in July, Ascons (Lake Luganc}
and
Icmreux- Vevey (Lake Geneva)
both in
ptember. provide music festivals in the most delightful resorts.
And of particular
interest to musicians. rather
than plain music-lovers,
are the courses and competitions held
each
ear in
witzerland:
the Conductors' Course at Lucerne in Augu51;
t he 5th
r usic Course for Professional!
in the Matterhorn
"mage of Zermen,
between the middle of August and the
beginning
of
ptember ; and tbe 12th
r nternaliona 1 Competition for j[U9C
Performers
in Cen va. from mid· P"
lember 10 Lhe start of October.
[ ~hudder to think of the dozen501
major musical e\·enLS in beautiful surroundings.
which lack of space here
compel
me to leave out. But I bope
thi~ i5 enough to a~ ure )"0\1 that lOur
vacalioll in Europe will gi\'c lOU music,
in the mosL memorable of setting;
wherever you decide to go. THE END
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THE

NEW

SOVIET MOVIE,

"The

Ballet of

Romeo and Juliet," gives the free world its best
opportunity
to study both the stature and the style
of ballet in contemporary
Russia. In the past, we have
seen short ballets on film and movies with ballet
extracts but in "The Ballet of Romeo and Juliet,"
which won the grand prize at the Cannes Film Festival
in 1955, we are given a feature-length
motion picture
which runs for ninety-six minutes and is produced
in color with opulent settings and an enormous cast
headed by one of the world's great ballerinas, Calina
Ulan ova.
First, one may ask, how does it rate as a ballet

film? Well, it is both good and bad. The stage
version, first pr~duced sixteen years ago in Leningrad and revised six years later for its Moscow
presentation,
has been adapted to the screen by its
choreographer,
Leonid Lavrosky and as a spectacle
it is handsome indeed. In the Crimea, settings which
reproduced
ancient Verona were erected and townsfolk of the area were used to augment the one hundred and twenty-five dancers from the Bolshoi Theatet
and the theater students who formed
the massive

nucleus of the ballet.
Scenes of work and play and fighting in the streets
are stunning and the banquet views have an elegance
which would do justice to czarist days. The camera,
for the most part, is vital and searching
as it traverses avenues,
looks out upon
beautiful
vistas,
centers upon a moonlit garden, seeks out the serenity
of a place of worship or cuts into the face· of passion.
etude-may-june
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On the other hand, the camera is often derelict
in recording the wholeness of dance, for there is a
tendency occasionally to cut off the feet of the dancers,
usually at those times when the accent is upon footwork rather than upon arm or body gesture. This, ap·
parently, is plain carelessness,
for the frames of the
films in these sequences
are sufficiently large to
include
the entire body. However,
the flight of
Juliet, as she races along palace hallways out into the
night and across the city is brilliantly photographed.
So much for the camera work.
.
One of the main troubles with "The Ballet of Romeo
and ] uliet" is that a great portion of it isn't ballet
at all; it is mute acting and of an extremely
old-

fashioned

order at that. Individuals

(Tybalt is the

worst offender) emote into the camera with all the
grimaces associated with the early days of the movies
and in times of emotional stress, the characters
take
to tearing
their clothes
and
lashing
themselves
into a fine state of dishevelment.
Of the non-dance episodes, the dueling scenes
and the fairly large-scale

battle between the followers of the Capulets and
those of the Montagues
are certainly the most exciting. And of the dance
interludes,
those which
focus upon Ulan ova are,
of course, the best in the
film. Yuri Zhdanov, the
Romeo.
is an adequate
dancer and an exceptionall)' strong partner
and
the folk dancers manage
to get snatches of Italian
style .into their street dances,

Agnes De Mille
althQugh there is a strong

RUSSIan folk Aavor here. (Continued on Page 20)
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G. Francesco Malipicro:

String Quartet

In this quartet we find no more the
old Malipiero---of
the lucid, telling
texture and clear outlay. This is ostinato music, one of unceasing repeatof small rhythmic segments, of bits of
figuration or motives without much sub'Stance. There is' simply no life in all
this: just business, even if some of the
melancoly, brooding designs are attractive.
Of course, the mastery of welding
even casual musical thought together is
there. Malipiero is one of the major
masters of our time, but one now en'Slaved to the ostinato mania.
In the closing section of the quartet
the "old" Malipiero re-appears in musical thought of fine breadth, and those
lovely, vital, Italianate
motives reappear. But on the whole, this opus
emerges as just another offering to the
two-faced god of today: the god of obsession and of newness at all cost.
Again, the Angel recording is excel-

lent. (Angel 35296)
-Lazare

Saminsky

Berlioz: Symphonic Fantastique
Mussorgsky: Pictu ..es at an Exhibition
Wagner: A SiegCl"ied Idyll

,,
I,

Here are three masterworks.
The
Wagner Idyll is a famous jewel; the
larger items have stirred deeper waters.
Censured during theil" lifetimes for their
supposed sins, time has rewritten the
verdicts on Berlioz and Mussorgsky.
The Fantastic
Symphony
is aptly
named; it is fantastically
origin,fll, and
(incredibly) composed by a twenty·sixyear-old. The Pictures, from a riper period of its author's life, is powerful and
personal; it comes from the hand of a
great dmftsman. Written for piano solo,
the orchestral colors are by Ravel. The
re~:;ult may be un.Russian, but the pal·
ette gleames with a hundred tints. Igor
Markevich, who leads the Berlin Phil·
harmonic through
both scores, gives
sane, clean readings, avoiding (except
in the Tuileries sketch) the sickly TUbatos and dynamic dlstortions which
adorn some productions.
In the Scene
in the Fields of the symphony be takes
t.he expression lontano literally
and
places the oboist off.stage. The latter's
fine thread of sound is hauntingly deli·
cate; we are reminded that pianissimo
is the prince of shadings. In each score
t.he dynamic pattern is admirably imag.
ined and realized. Markevich is well
served by the German players. The

E

coloring is pure and the sound
while it avoids banal extremes.

faithful
(Decca

DL9783 (Berlioz); DL9782)
-c-Berriard
Cesar

Francke

P~rche;

Rogers

Redemption;

Le Chaueur
Maudit.
Orehestee
de
Ia Societe des Concerts du Conserve-

rob-e, condo Andre Cluytens
The orchestral pieces on this record
have never attained the popularity
of
the composer's famous symphony or the
symphonic variations for piano and orchestra-at
least not this side of the
Atlantic. And yet, they are each in its
own way no less characteristic
of the
mature art of "father Franck."
The earliest is the symphonic
interlude
from
the "poeme-symphonie,"
Redemption, a
Wagnerian
work that stands
on the
threshold
to Franck's
final and by Iar
most productive "period."
In spir-it this
work is nearest to the monumental
01'8'
torio Les Beatitudes whose im passloned
religiosity
it
shares.
Stylistically,
though,
one is tempted
to call it
Franck's Siegfried Idyll. At any rate it
belongs among the most Iyrical or his
orchestral music.
Le Chasseur Mall.dil, the only true
symphonic
poem recorded
here, was
written some ten years later and reveals
the "other" Franck. In a musical language that substitutes sweeping rhythms
for the refined modulations
or the preceding piece, it tells the old legend or
the huntsman accursed because he defied the Sunday peace. The symphony in
d-minor and the variations
undoubtedly
owe a good deal of their lasting success
to a judicious combination
of both these
elemellts,
adding,
however,
a royul
sprinkling of the melodic qualities that
impregnate so particularly
the late work
Psyche, to which the remainder
or the
record is devoted. Psyche requires a female choir for complete
performance.
The present recording
offers only the
four orchestral excerpts
usually billed
as a "symphonic
poem." The Jast of
these, entitled "Psyche and Eros," cont~jns that hauntingly beautifuJ,
sequen.
tmlly modulating
melody
which
ex.
presses. perhaps ~etteT than anytJling
the UOlque blendmg of the pious and
the .erotic-the
mature
Franck's
very
speCial brand of musical romanticism.
All of the music has been pl·eviously
a~ailabJe on LP, lor the most part in
hl~hly personal and poignant
interpret~tlOns; yet, as a sliney
of three signIficant aspects of Franck's
·symphonic

output alone, this recording would seem
to merit attention. What makes it espe.
cially attractive,
however, is the (act
that the Belgian-born
conductor, like
the featured composer, moved to France
as a relatively young man, bringing to
the colorful imagination of the south a
most beneficia"! amount or northern dis.
ci pline.
His clear-cut readings are
played by an orchestra that may often
appear
a little "thin" by American
standards
but which undoubtedly COmes
closer to Franck's
own ideal than all
our streamlined
High Fidelity. To hear
a horn that sounds truly "French" is a
rare experience
these days. The Con.
servatoire wind players supply this and
quite a few other thrills, altbough the
recorded sound makes one suspect that
Ior once Angel's engineers have been

sligbtly bedeviled, (Angel 35232)
-Alexander

from an

L Ringer

These fairly rent
American ballet
scores nr doubuess more impressivein
the theatre. Deprived or the dance-mime
lcments,
their r srle s, taut nature,
shirting moods, nnd pung nt instrumentation end in monotony. 80th composers
Ill"
edr it rnft sm nand rhythmlcists,
Th ir lnngunge i.; racy, their orchestra
shows
a sor er r's skill. Bernstein's
score rears on the usual triangle, witha
bored woman 01 its 81>eJ.. Could's con"
ceme rhe case of Lizzie Borden, who
with on axe emote her parent sufficient
whacks. 0 spit
hig imagery, the composer bear Iy qugg!lots lhe horror of
this notorious in idenl. Both composers
do
Cllsionnl rver llce to Copland and
10 'ath
r rravinsky. Bernstein's ,"ork
seemh more
har8 terillti or itll aUlhor.
although ils aubj t i'\ hardl) calculated
10 goan Ihe
realiy imagination. Both
ballets show pror
ionaJ masaery and
youthrul
zest. They are expertly COD'
dUCI d by Joseph
Levine, whose Ballet
Theatre
Orch tra i aD expert group,
enlisting
in the Bernslein work the aid
or a brillialll fianisl. The sound in gen·
eral i5 clean and colorrul. (Capilal

P8320)
-Bernard

Rogers

Mo:uu·l: Qunrte •• in 0 major, K. J~5;
C major~ K. 156; C major, K. 1;,7;
F ",ajor, Ii. 158

"The four quart &s thaI are per·
form d Oil till disc belong to the early
period of
ozarl, when as a youth of
16 he visited MiJan with his rather for
the pUTj>05e of compo~ing hi! opera
"Mario
ilJa~' faT the ca..rni\'al ses<;QR.
The "Milan
Quartets" are among ~
.first of ov r 20 masterpieces in thiS
genre, but ven as youthfu) lll'orksthey
do no dis- rvice to om knowledge of
the immortaJ
oHgang, for incorporated in the.m (Continued on POEt 5.3)
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by

Harry

Cedric Larson

F. Olson,
•

Electronic
Virtuoso

Dr. Harry F. Olson at the Keyboard and Herbert Be!ar at the control
panel operate RCA's new "Electronic Musie Synthesizer." The instrument has a capacity for originating

endless varieties of sounds and

rhythms.

AN

ENTIRELY

new world for music has been

opened by recent discoveries
in electroni'cs.
For several years, at the David Sarnoff Research
Center, in Princeton,
New Jersey,
Dr. Harry F.
Olson-known
in engineering
and electronic circles
as "Mr. Sound" (he is probably the world's leading
~uthority
on sound) -and
a group of associated
engineers,
have been working
hard building the
RCA Electronic
Music Synthesizer.
The existence· of . this remarkable
machine was
announced several months ago by Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff,
chairman
of the Radio
Corporation
of
America,
speaking at a meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers in New York.
While the first model of the Electronic
Music
Synthesizer
produces artificially
simuljlted tones of
various musical instruments
which do not yet approach the actual instruments themselves in richness
and volume, we need only remember
that thls lS
the first and pilot model of a revolutionary
type
musical instrument,
and that the years immediately
etude-may-june

etude-may'june
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ahead wiH iron out the kinks, and each successive
year will see superior models produced~
.
We need only recall, by comparison,
how tinny
and squeaky the early phonograph
recordings
devised by Edison seem compliLred to the records of a
generation
later.
Ll making the public alUlOuncement of the. existence of the synthesizer, Gen. Sarnoff explained that
he was revealing this new RCA development· in its
present experimental stage and before it was ready
commercially,
because he believed that competition
can be as "stimulating in research as in manufacturing and merchandising."
"Electronics,
in the race to achieve new triumphs,
lS run of\ the big track" of Time on which there is
room for all who would compete," he said. "There
is no finish line."
"
Gen. Sarnoff pointed out that Dr. Olson and his
associate., had in effect created an electronic sys·
tern capable o(generating
any tone produced by the
human voice or any musical (Continued on Page 52)
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(Continued

from .Page
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some of his compositions he encouraged
the creative part of the performance by
allowing the performers a wide latitude
of interpretations
as the band players
had assumed and as is sometimes done
in OUI" jazz bands of today.
Ives' father was interested in acoustical experiments such as the development of quarter-tone
instruments
and
the securing of new effects by the way
he grouped bands and choruses;
he
felt that only a fraction of the potential
resources of acoustics were known and used by composers. Ives was interested
in all of his father's activities and
learned to play the drums so that he
could play in his father's
band. His
father in turn was interested in developing his son's ability, and furthered his
musical education as thoroughly
and
rapidly as possible, so that by the age
of fourteen, he was a paid organist of
the West Street Congregational
Church
of Danbury, and later, at Yale, he
played in the orchestra and directed the
choir at the Center Church in New
Haven, thus paying in part for his own
education, just like many other American boys. Ives' father died when he
was a freshman at Yale, and so did not
live to see bow his son used and carried
forward his experiments.
Ives himself
felt that his father was the one person
most responsible for the direction taken
by his music.
Ives was graduated
in 1898 from
Yale, where he had academic training in
music under Horatio Parker. Upon finishing he was faced with the decision of
how to earn a living. There were few
musical positions available, and he had
already made up his mind to follow his
own paths in composing-which
he
probably knew would not be acceptable
to the average listener-so
he decided
to go into the business world to earn a
living, in order to be free to follow his
own ideas in his creative work. He accepted a position with an insurance
company in New York, and later became a partner in the Ives Merrick Insurance Co., which he and Mr. Merrick
organized with immense success.
When he first went to New York, he
continued his musical studies and was
organist at the Central
Presbyterian
Church until 1902, at which time he reo
signed in order to devote all of his spare
time to composing. He often returned on
week-ends to Danbury, where he and his
brother Moss would go up into the hills
on camping trips. There was a close
relationship
between the brothers, as
Moss, who later became a judge, was
also interested in philosophy, wrote articles, lectured, and was author of the
book "Ark and the Dove."
Danbury was in the region where .
Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne and AI-

cott had flourished a generation
before,
and had heightened and intensified
the
interest
in the philosophy
of 'I'ranscendentaJism
to such an ex.te~t that
the area was literally steeped 10 It. .I~es
was deeply interested in their wr ttmg
and their philosophy, which su~rounded
him and which exerted a great influence
upon his thinking and his music. He
even went so far as to write "Essays
Before a Sonata"; a book which was
originally
written to accompany
~nd
clarify his Concord Sonata but which
now stands in its own right as an excellent study of the philosophy of these
New Englanders.
The books of these men, the camp and
revival meetings, the town bands, were
all native influences and borrowed nothing from classical or European
culture;
for that reason many consider
Ives as
the first really American
composer,
since MacDowell, and others who preceded him, had received classical
musical training in Europe and their music
was definitely patterned after what they
heard and learned there.
In
1908 Ives married
Harmony
Twichell, the daughter of a Congregutional minister. She was a poet, and the
marriage was a happy one because she
understood the problems of the creative
man. Ives used many of her poems as
texts for his songs. They had one child,
Edith, who is now married
and living
in New York.
During the years of intense activity,
while building up the insurance
company, Ives was turning out a prodigious
amount of music, working far into the
night, and it was the pursuit
of two
careers
that was possibly
responsible
fOT the breakdown of his health.
He retired from the business world in
1930 because of a heart condition,
and
when in later years he was unable to
see many of his closest friends because
of the need for absolute
quiet. Mrs.
Ives shared his isolation from the world
with him, and was his constant,
close
companion.
The family spent the winters in their quiet New York home. and
their summers in West Redding,
Connecticut. They took several trips to England at the advice of phyaiciarrs. which
Ives seemed to have enjoyed;
however
he was always glad to get home to
America, and especially to West Redding, with its familiar sights.
Although aloof in his later years because of illness, he was during his early
life a man of varied interests.
aware
of all the current changes and new developments
about him, and active in
many fields which one feels helped to
intensify his music. He was as daring
and original in his economic
and political thinking as he was in hjs musical
thinking.
Ives did not feel that business
and
music were incompatible
and is quoted

(Continued

on.

Page 49)

THE DANCE
(Continued

from Page 17)

But it is Ulanova who matters. The
great ballerina,
already well into her
forties when the film was made, is an irresistible Juliet, girlish, eager, romantic
a trifle sad. 'Vith her artistry, the mimed
episodes are wholly believable and dramatically
compelling
and when she
dances, it is pure magic. While observing all of the traditional disciplines of
ballet, she manages to communicate an
impression
of movement freedom, of
improvisation.
Her body, an instrument
of beauty, moves through space effortlessly in runs and leaps and turns, in
patterns
of delicacy and in designs
which demand
upreme virtuosity. Always, in action or in a moment of suspended action. her body define balletic
lines of perfect proportion and she is
entirely capable of filling those move.
menta
with meaning, be they purely
lyrical or irnp] i it with drama.
"The Ballet of Romeo and Juliet,"
which is being presented in art theaters
in Amer! a by the noted impr sario. S.
Hurok.
is certnlnly
worth seeing and,
since the score is by Prokofieff, obviously worth h nring [although the
sound track may not b the best on
record). Even it Inults, though irksome
in themselves,
are not without interest,
for they tell us 8 good deal about ballet
b hind the Tron Curtain.
The refinn e upon old-fashioned pantomime. for exam pl , indi ales that the
Russians haven't yet explored dramatic
movement in dan e al ng the lines introduced by Anthony
Tudor. Agnes de
Mille or Jerome H bhins. let alone by
any of the exponents of America's modern dan e. Th y ah mute dancing with
acting. whi h was the u..ual (although
not exclusively
so) method employed
in the Pet.i pa ballets r the last century,
rather than investing dance with drama.
Indeed. it is apparent from this film
and from other
viet dance movies,
that Russian ballet j still the Imperial
Ballet of the nineteenth century. There
is no sign of Fckine's historical evolution of ballet into larger areas of expression.
a lthough
the master's first
experiments
took pia e in Russia before
the revolution.
Presumably. there has
been no dance progress as far as Russian ballet is concerned in fifty years.
Ballet
is handsomely
preserved but
seemingly. it hasn't grown. for even the
new creations.
such a "Romeo and
Juliet".
employ a vocabulary of steps
and a style (perhaps broader) of movement not verv different from those to be
found in "'fhe
leeping Beauty"' or
"Swan Lake."
The legend
of Ruwan ballet has
made many assume that Russian ballet
must be the beSt in the world. From
films_ one
(Continued on Page 57)
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MORE BAND TOURS I
by Edwin

C. Knut,

Associate professor of music
San Francisco State College

ARE COLLEGE bandIf tours educationally

sound?

so, how do

they henefit public school students?
Of what value are they to the host
communities?
What do they contribute to schools, and how does the tour

benefit the college student and the
touring musical organizations?
How
can a tour best be planned, organized
and executed
to derive
maximum
benefits for all concerned?
One of the most valuable aspects of
a hand tour is the contact between the
student in the touring group and the
local school student. This contact is

frequently provided

by clinics fol-

lowing assembly
concerts
in the
schools. These clinics should be directed by competent performers
who
are seniors or graduate students, thoroughly schooled
in teaching
techniques and in the technicalities
of the
specific instruments
involved.
Each
section of the host band meets with
a specialist from the touring orgamzation to discuss technical problems
and to ask questions. This clinic often
serves to inspire and motivate the
younger students and frequently aids
in guiding them in their choice of a
career. The clinic allows the college
student to experience teaching situations in many schools in order to observe young musicians
in terms of
their personal problems,
their problems on their instruments and to assist
the band director in a brief period of
sectional coaching which quite often
serves to verify or emphasize what
(Continued
on Paf.{e 60)
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CHORAL
Ed., George

Howerton

TO BUILD AN ORCHESTRA

CHORAL MUSIC IN COLLEGE

by Walter P. Smith

by Clyde W. Holsinger

Assistant Professor of Music
Central Washington College
oi Education

ANYONE

SERIOUSLY

Chairman, Dept. of Music
Manchester College
North Manchester, Indiana
studying

the problem of building an orchestra soon realizes that there are
many factors involved in its development.
Often these factors
appear
insurmountable
and the project
of
building an orchestra is given up as
"impractical
for our community."
This need not be the case, however,
as this discussion will attempt to show.
There are three basic categories
under which nearly all essentials of
orchestra
development can be classified. All these essentials are present
wherever there is a successful orchestra. The categories are: First, desire;
Second, know-how; and Third, hard

work. All three should he considered
indispensable.

The Desire For an Orchestra
All individuals who have direct con.
nection with the music program must
have a strong desire to see the orchestra take its place in the curriculum
as a necessary
part of the entire
school's cultural development.
In initiating
the program
this obviously
includes the administration
as well as
all members of the music staff.
No matter how much the director
of music desires to have an orchestra,
if the school administrators
do not
consider
it as a necessary
part of
the school program,
the orchestra
is doomed
to failure. Without
the
administrator's
active support,
the
chances for obtaining adequate funds
(Continu.ed on Pa{!,e 62)

THE

TERMS

"liberal

arts"

and

"general
education"
as found in
frequent use by modern educators are
interpreted
to indicate extensive study

in broad fields of knowledge (social
sciences,

natural

sciences,

and the
to aid
the student in becoming an effective
"whole"
citizen in today's society.
The terms are used in contra-distinction to "professional"
or "specialized"
study pointing towards vocational or
technical educat.ion.

humanities}. They are intended

The philosophers

of the ages have

stressed the importance of liberal education, a stress currently fostered by
business and professional
men, demonstrating
a trend toward seeking
employees prepared
in the area of
living rather than in that of making

a living. Included in the field of the
humanities
is the area of music. The
music program
in many liberal arts
colleges includes (l) music as a pursuit in the general education and culture of the non-music major and (2)
music as a major professional pursuit.
This dualism is by no means germane
only to the field of music; however,
it is one which must be considered
when discussing
the place of music
in a liberal arts curriculum,
or more
specifically
of choral music in the
liberal arts college.

It should be understood that the
above-mentioned
dualism
exists in
most liberal arts colleges. Colleges have
demonstrated
that they want music

(Continued on Page 42)
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Grade 4-

RADIO· TELEVISION

W.A. MOZART

in B b, K. 281

from Sonata

edited by Nathan Broder

1Jr

the organ was heard principally in place~ of
. IS
. no longer true, however, and among t hose res P onfsible
worship. This
_. IS
. E• Power B-IggS, Wh0 has heen •heard fork our-d
for the changed condition
. Sunday mornmg
., recrta Is over th e CBS radio networ
an
teen years m
.
d '
whose recordings out-sell those of any instrumentalist in Columbl~. Reeor 5
large gallery of artists. While not robbing the o:ga~ of 3?Y of Its power
in the liturgical. service, Mr. Biggs has helped give :t an llnport~nt place
in the concert hall and, through such modern mediums as recordings and
radio and television, helped bring it into the living room. Th~s he h~s
made the organ music of men like Bach, Mozart, Brahms and Liszt available to almost everyone.
"While most of the pieces we hear were originally written for performance in the cathedral," says Biggs, "they were conceived first and foremost
as musical works. Nobody need have to go to church if he merely wants

F

I

f

3

3

t-

.J

p,.

Alfred
Polo."

•

cresco

P

'OR MANYllECADES

Droke ond Dor.tta Morrow in "MQfCO
MOll Liebmon prodl,ldion

0

Exploring the organ via radio
notes about E. Power Biggs' programs
ancf .other highlights of Rad.lo and TV

•
by ALBERT

to hear what Mendelssohn, or Franck or Bruckner composed for this
great instrument."
The organ, moreover, Biggs points out, was at the very first, or some
two thousands years ago, not a church instrument. Small and portable, it
was played in arenas and palaces as in simple homes. And it was played
at festivals, after dinners, and various other occasions. "Take Nero, for
instance. Why, after his feasts he would have the little Hydreulos, or
water-organ, rolled out into the great court, where it would be played for
him and his distinguished guests."
Taking his cue from the early Hydraulos, Biggs recently had himself
built a portable version of the ancient pipe-organ. Attached as he may
be to the instrument he plays regularly for his broadcasts, the Bach-style
organ in Harvard University's Busch-Reisinger Museum, he now is happy
to be able to "let out all the stops" in his Cambridge parlor. And the
Portative, moreover, is an organ which fits into a specially built trailer,
in case he wants to take it to certain concert engagements.
This instrument, which he played for the first time in public at the
Library of Congress in 19;;>4, is literally a portable replica of the
classic organ. "We in America are just beginning to carry out the fine
principle of voicing," Biggs declares in explaining how his Portative
built by Buffalo's Herman Schlicker, comes close to matching the best
European organs. "Early organ builders, who naturally were European
cut and voiced the pipes without nicking the mouths. As a result" he
explains, "for centuries the European organs have had a soft, mellow,
articulate speech. There's a pleasant 'chifI,' (Continued on Page 39)
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HARMONY:-Written
by two of the
finest theorists in the country. Simple,
yet thorough in every way. From basic
fundamentals right through to Counterpoint and Orchestration.
ADY~NCEDCOMPOSITION:-Designed
t~ give you a useful knowledge of musteal forms and the general processes
of Composition.
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MUSICIANS

HISTOAY:-A
modern course including
all types of music from ancient origins
to 20th Century. Interesting-with
emphasis on the analysis of music-not
a
dull collection of facts.
AARANGING:-All
the tri~ks of modem
arranging
drawn from the experiences
of the biggest "name" arrangers in the
country.
CHORAL CONDUCTING:-Brand
course includes
all the modem
niquee-e-even broadcasting.

.new
tech-

YOICE:-Inc1udes
all essentials, such as
Breathin~,
Resonance,
Vocalization,
EnunciatIOn,
Phrasing,
Style, etc.
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Wagner on Tape
The rich, full sound of Kirsten Flagstad's magnificent voice can be heard
by radio listeners when tapes of her
recent Oslo performance
of "Gotterdammerung"
are played over the air.
Filling
the Sunday
afternoon
spot
maintained
during the winter by the
New York
Philharmonic-Symphony,
CBS will present the first act on May
13, the second on May 20, and the third
on May 27. What is to be the only hearing in the U.S. of these tapes will reveal Oiven FeJstad conducting the combined forces of the Oslo Philharmonic
and the Norwegian Broadcasting
Orchestra,
and Set Svanholm singing
Siegfried
opposite the Briinnhilde
of
the great Mme. Flagstad.
Great artists may not be abounding,
but Sol Hurok, who managed to gather
together thirteen of the world's stellar
instrumentalists
and singers lor television's recent "Festival
of Music,"
hopes he can come lip with a similar
show every month or so, beginning this
summer. "At any rate," says Hurok to
ETUDE readers (Continued on Page 56)
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too, to the beginning of the tone, like
the accent of a wood-wind instrumentwhich, after all, the organ is."
Although the Harvard
organ upon
which Mr. Biggs plays is a modern instrument built in 1937, it is made according to specifications of Bach's own
period and recreates as practjcally as
possible the limpid quality of tone produced by Bach's own organ at Weimar.
It improves on the latter, however, in
its electrical action, which provides for
steady wind pressure and more flexibility. Unlike many modern organs, its
pipes are all out in the open, visible to
an audience.
"I find an aloof character to the organ which would make it difficult to
play down to an audience, and which
should prevent an organist from mushing the music up by making it sound
full of tremolos the way people are supposed to want it to sound. In manufacturing pathos, false tones and nervous
changes in time, indeed, you simply
produce movie-theatre music. The inherent strength of a Bach Fugue, a
Mendelssohn Sonata or a Mozart Fantasia-of all organ literature, played on
the right instrument-reaches
out to
people. Give them the best music, in
the best way, and they will come to

has been a pioneer in getting modern
composers to write for it. Many new
American compositions, in Iact, have
received their first performance on his
broadcasts,
including works "by Roy
Harris, Charles Ivee, Frederick Jacobi,
Walter Piston, Alec Templeton
and
Virgil Thomson. '

hear it and, what's more, enjoy it."
Although he has led his radio public
through the entire organ literature
of
Johann Sebastian Bach-a
chore which
took him a year and a half of Sunday
morning half-hours to perform-and
of
Handel, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Brahms
and Hindemith,
Biggs declares,
"We
are not within distant sight of the, end
of the repertoire for organ." There is ,
unlimited literature, first of allche has
"found, in the pre-Bach period, whether
that is in the music of Buxtehude and
Pachelbel, "or other composers whose
works have lain dormant for centuries
and have been brought to his attention
by scholars.
One work, for instance, a Prelude by
the 18th century's Ludwig, Krebs, was
shown to him recently by Harvard professor George Weston, who for years
had the manuscript gathering dust in
his closet. "Not so long ago," Biggs
points
out, "only a few interested
friends,
gathering
around the organ
while you played, would have the chance
to hear such a piece. But now, thanks
to radio and the audience of organ fans
it has helped develop, you can play it
for millions."
Enjoying
digging up unpublished
manuscripts
of old organ music, from
the 13th century on, he himself spends
a good deal of time in the Library of
Congress and the Harvard Library.
Also believing in the organ as a living instrument,
Edward Power Biggs
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Here Comes
the Bride

personal impressions of a great artist

by HAROLD BERKLEY

by Alexander McCurdy

J

UNE, the month of roses, will be

upon us before we
as any choirmaster
brings weddings. Lots of
There is one part of
to which no experienced

looks forward

know it, and,
knows, J nne
them, in fact.
this prospect
choirmaster

with relish. That is

the time when the bride, bride's mother, father, aunts, uncles, bridesmaids
and other interested observers begin
to come forward with suggestions on
music for the wedding.

The feeling is general (I share it
myself) that on her wedding-day the
bride should bave the final say in all
details of the wedding ceremony: On
the other hand, this sometimes reo
duces us to the alternatives
of refusing
to play some composition
which the
bride has set her heart upon, or of
performing
something
which we feel
to be in bad taste, and altogether in.
appropriate to a church service.

In some churches, the Roman Catholic in particular, there are no ifs,
ands or buts j certain music cannot be
played or sung in church. It is true
that individual archbishops have wide
discretionary powers, hence the rule
,is enforced more strictly in some
localities than in others. Generally
speaking, however, only music which
conforms rather faithfully to the
Roman canon may be performed in
church.
Among Protestant denominations,
usage varies widely, some being
almost as strict as the Roman others
permitting even a juke-box tu~e to be
performed if the bride wants to
have it.
The advantage of having rules and
precedents for guidance is that it
relieves the choirmaster of the unpleasant duty of informing -the bride
that her musical selections are inappropriate or in poor taste.
Efforts to establish standards for
wedding music have been made
among the Protestants in recent years.
Reference has been made here to
the work of Dean Malloch of the

Protestant
Episcopal Cathedral
in
Fresno, California. In co-operation
with the local chapter of the American Guild of Organists, and other
interested persons, he drew up a
massive list of music suitable to be
played and sung at weddings. The
list, published in this space some
time ago, was a formidable
document, offering wide- ranging choice
of selections.
This year, as a special project, the
Milwaukee chapter of the American
Guild of Organists sponsored a program of wedding music arranged by
Dr. Eunice Bonow. The performance
offered three wedding services, each
with a short pre-recital, a solo, processional and recessional. For this
program there were three brides, attendants, flowers, ministers and all
other accoutrements.
The church in which the program
took place is a large one, and there
was much interest shown by the large
congregation. It was an admirable
idea, and it seems certain that the
music for weddings in Milwaukee
hereafter will be better than ever.
A recurring argument centers about
wedding marches. Some brides feel
they are not properly married without
the March from "Lohengrin" and the
Mendelssohn Wedding March. If that
is the case, and the church will allow
it, let us play these marches with
all the skill at our command. They
can be made to sound superb if we
will take the trouble to do it.
The fact that one is from an opera
and the other from incidental music
to a Shakespeare play ~s somewhat
meaningless today, since by traditions
of long standing they are associated
with the wedding service. These are
by ~o means isolated examples of
mUSIC, once secular, which through
the years has taken on a sacred character. There are hymns which have
found their way into our hymnals
and which through the years have,
come to mean a great deal to many

people, whose antecedents,' musically
speaking, would not bear too close
scrutiny.
If the bride does not hold out for
Wagner and Mendelssohn, there are
many fine and less over- worked numbers to take their place.
Bach's Aria, Purcell's Trumpet
Tune, Sowerby's Wedding Processional are all dignified and appropriate.
If the bride would like a Bach Prel.
ude and Fugue, there is no lack of
these. Sometimes a simple hymn-tune
is requested, Praise, My Soul, the
King 0/ Heaven being a particular
favorite.
For the recessional. a brilliant toccata or toccata-like composition is
appropriate
and effective. Examples
readily occurring to mind are the
Toccata Irom the Widor Fifth Syr».
phony, and Mulet's TIL es Petrus.
Perhaps the most difficult single
item to agree upon is the music which
is to be sung. Most organists groan
when called upon to play for singers
doing love-songs which would get hy
in vaudeville or a smoke-filled night
club, but which are utterly out of
place ina chu rch service.
Selection of such seems all the more
unnecessary when there are available
such lovely vocal pieces as the Dvorak
"Biblical Songs." I Will Sing Thee
Songs of Gladn.ess and God Is My
Shepherd in particular; Bach's When
Thou Art Near and Sheep Moy Safely
Gra.ze; or one of the many fine settings of 0 Perfect Love.
The pre-wedding recital can establish the appropriate mood of dignity and solemnity if the organist
utilizes the many fine works in the
repertory. Bach's lesu, Joy of Man's
Desirin.g, Let Us All Be Joyful and
similar works are effective at this
point. Other appropriate numbers are
Lo, How a. Rose E'er Blooming by
Brahms, Peeters' Aria, Seth Bingham's
Primavera and Richard Purvis' Pastorale. These are admirably suitable
if well [Continued an Page 48)

ConcerningDavid Oistrakh
RIOR TO November 23, 1955,
it had been many years since my
eyes had filled and overflowed at a
concert. Not since the mid-nineteentwenties,when I heard Elena Gerhardt
give a program of Schubert songs.
But the tears came while I was hearing Oistrakh and his pianist, Yampolsky, play the Adagio of the
Brahms D minor Sonata last November. The perfect tone, the tender
phrasing, and the genuine simplicity
with which they played the transition
passage between the first and second
parts of the movement were un forgettably beautiful.
Even if not so poignantly moving,
the playing of the other movements
of this Sonata was musically on a
par with the Adagio. The first movement was intensely human in cxpression, glowing with warmth-but
never flaming. Far too often soloists
try to bring to the surface the
warmth innate in Brahms' music. In
doing so they defeat their purpose,
for the enkindling warmth of Brahms
is never on the surface, but glows
like a red-hot coal deep in the heart
of the music. This quality Oistrakh
understands, for he brought life and
meaning to the music without ever
striving for them. The mystical third
movement was played with a wealth
of subdued tone colors that created
a mood impossible to describe. And
the Finale was played, for once, not
at break-neck speed. The strong
rhythm of the opening theme, and
its development, contrasted sharply
with the subtle phrasing of the secand theme.

P
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animated the first Sonata of Prokofieff, the next number of the program. The playing of this Sonata
was a moving example of what ensemble playing can be. The tone
colors of the violin and piano so
nearly matched each other that there
were moments when it was difficult to
tell which instrument was carrying
the melodic line. This was especially
true of the running pianissimo passages in the third movement. Thesepassages, which move from one instrument to the other without any
break, sounded as though they were
being played by a single instrument.
Mr. Oistrakh is peculiarly fortunate
in having Vladimir Yampolsky as his
collaborator at the piano.
Following the Intermission in this
recital came the "Devil's Thrill"
Sonata by Tartini, in the Kreisler
version. It was by far the finest
playing of the Sonata that I have
heard si nee Kreisler was playing it
at his best. There were breadth, dignity, and a noble sadness in the
slow sections, and an abounding virility in the AJlegro sections. The
short trills in the first Allegro
sparkled like diamonds, and the long
accompanied trills in the second part
were played with the utmost ease
and without any lowering of the prevailing beautiful tone quality. As for
the fiendishly difficult Cadenza, it
sounded technically easy and mueically alive and compelling.
For more than two decades the
violnistic ideal in this country has
tended towards an impersonal, "dead(Continued on Page 49)
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Altogether it was a memorable performance-the
finest performance of
a Brahms Sonata I have ever heard.
But Brahms is not the only composer Oistrakh can play superblyhe seems equally at home in any
style. The same program
opened
with the Leclair Sonata in D major,
and it was played with truly Gallic
grace and charm. The infectious
rhythm of the Tambourin recalled
the playing of Kreisler and Thibaud
when in their prime. Later in the
program came the second Sonata by
Prokofieff, and in technique, tone,
musicianship -and style the .playing
of it was beyond criticism. Still another style was represented on this
program-the
impressionistic "F ountain of Arethusa" by Szymanowski.
It was most imaginatively played, its
chiaroscuro being well-nigh perfectly
brought out, and gave further evidence of the great variety of tone
colors Oistrakh has at his command.
But one did not need to wait until
the 23rd of November to get the measure of the man: his artistic stature
was almost fully evident in his first
recital, on November the 20th. Open.
ing with the Beethoven D major
Sonata, he was quite obviously nervous in the first movement, and the
playing was stiff and rather dry. But
the nervousness lasted no longer than
the first movement, and the Variations were played with a flexible elegance that bespoke a mind and body
in perfect harmony and control. The
rugged, fiery treatment of the dramatic third Variation foreshadowed
the color and emotional power which

~t
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and have emphasized the value of music in the liberal arts curriculum.
They
have established curricula for the music
major in the field of liberal arts, and
have provided musical experience
for
those whose major emphasis
is elsewhere. They have provided also a curriculum
in the field of music itself
which leads towards a professional
or
vocational pursuit such as teaching or
performance. but at the same time they
have insisted that the person
who
chooses this "special" field must also
study the minimum core curriculum
in
areas other than music. Choral music
a~ a segment of the field of music. occupres a similar position to that of its parent field, fulfilling a variety of needs
in the curriculum and outside as well.
The choral program is unique in that
it has no prerequisite demand such as
the purchase of an instrument
and the
contingent instruction necessary for its
~roper use. Given a normal physiologleal vocal structure and the intelligence
necessary
to pursue work of college
calibre, there is no person who cannot
gai.n from experience in a vocal group.
It IS therefore the responsibility
of the
choral program to provide some musical gro~~ which will accept a11 per.
s?ns desiring choral experience-c--possibly a large unselective choral society
or choral union open to all comers reo
gardless of vocal and/or musical Iacility. The proof of the soundness of this
procedure is frequently evident after an
experience in which all have co-oper.
ated to achieve a common goal. possibly
a performance. In one specific case a
boy took part in a performance
of "The
Messiah." The director knew that from
the viewpoint of professional standards
~he boy was not qualified to participat~
10 the performance
because he was not
able to sing his own part or. for that
matter, any part. Yet after the perform.
a?ce the boy stated that this was a
highly meaningful experience
for him
and that through it he had gained a
de~per appreciation for music of a more
serious nature. Obviously
the choral
program was fulfilling one of its aims
namely, music for the nonspecialist.
'
~here are numerous students whose
major emphasis is outside the music
~eld but whose facility in performance
IS such
that were they relegated
only
to the large group, they would probably become bored and disinterested
Many colleges satisfy these students b'
prOVl'd'
mg a selective choral group, withY
demands near their level of advancement. This may be a top performing
group such as.a mixed choir, often an
a cappella cl~oH. ?r a group with some
(Contmued on Page 58)
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Maurice

Harold

Dumesnil

Viola Study Material

I wonder if you would help me clear
up the problem of embellishments
and
the proper way to play them. J have
been reading all the books I can obtain; but unless I am misinterpreting,
there seem to be various opinions on
the exact performance of each. So, will
you be so kind as to explain about the
turn; what to do when it is directly
over the note, when after the note, etc.
And what about changes in the text
itself?
I gather the trill can be either on
the lower or the upper note, depending
on when the composer lived. What is
the present day usage? Thank you very
much.
C, A. J.-New Jersey

D. A. E. P., Ontario. As you do not
say how far advanced you are on the
viola. it is difficult for me to suggest
study material; but I think. from your
letter. that you can play the Kreutzer
Studies on the violin, So why not tackle
them on the viola? And follow them
with the Fiorillo and Rode Caprices.
both of which have been arranged for
the viola. When you can play the Rode
Caprices on the viola in tempo. with
technical accuracy and musical expression. you can consider yourself a good
viola player. Another book you should
have, and work on consistently,
is the
volume of six Suites for solo cello, transcribed for viola by Louis Svecenski.
For solos with piano accompaniment.
I
think you would enjoy the "Passacaglia"
by Rebecca Clarke; Spanish Dance No.
2 by Granados, arr. by Katims;
the
cello Sonata in G minor by Handel, also
transcribed
for viola by Katims ; Soliloquy and Dance. by Roy Harris. There
is a very great deal of good music available for viola nowadays.

The problem of embellishments
is
one for which there is no absolute solution. If you look at different editions
of the same work, you will find that
they are treated differently according
to the personal opinion of the editor.
Let us take. for instance.
Bach's
"Clavicord". Compare the editions of
Czerny, Czerny's as revised by Cnepenked and Roytsch, Busoni, Wouters,
Ferte, and others. You will notice how
widely viewpoints can differ. Still each
interpretation is based upon a solid.
logical background. Not only do the
embellishments vary as to location and
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character, but often the text itself shows
important differences. One striking ex·
ample is the Fugue in C-sharp major.
(Continued on Page 46)
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Appraisal

ORGAN

Suggested

M. R. B .• Colorado. A genuine Petrus
(son of Andreas)
Guarnerius
violin
could be worth as much as $10,000.00
if in first-class condition. But the transcription you give of the label in your
violin does not look right to me. Before
you try to sell your violin you should
have it appraised by a nationally-known
expert. to make sure it is what it seems
to be. I would suggest that you get in
touch with Me. Rembert Wurlitzer. 120
West 42nd Street. New York City; or
with Wm. Lewis & Son, 30 East Adams
Street. Chicago 3. Illinois.
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frederick

Phillips

Q.·1 am a mediocre pianist. and get
much enjoyment
out oj playing the
small organ at the Sunday services in
our small church. I am interested in
becoming a real organist, and there are
several things that puzzle me. How and
why are hymns classified in the metrical
index? Is it possible Jor anyone to thus
classify hymns upon first hearing them?
What does "2E" and "2D" Consonata
mean?
H. R. K.-N. S.
A. The "meter" of hymns is classified
by the number or syllables to a line and
the number of lines to a verse. The Long
Meter (L. M.) is made up of 4 lines.
each having 8 syllables; check with the
"Long Meter Doxology" for an example.
The Common Meter (C. M.) has 4 lines
to the verse. the Ist and 3rd lines being
8 syllables, and tbe 2nd and 4th, 6 syllables eacb. The Short Meter (S. M.)
has 6 syllables to the 1st and 2nd lines.
8 to the 3rd and 6 to the 4th. These are
the most commonly used meters, and
are frequently
doubled to make an 8
line .verse, and would then be called
Long Meter Double (L, M, D,); Common Meter Double (C. M, D.); Sbort
Meter Double (S. M, D.). Most of the
other meters are indicated by figures.
such as 8787, meaning the 1st line has
8 syllables, the 2nd line 7. the 3rd line
8 and the 4th line 7. This principle is
carried out in all the numbering over
the hymns and in the metrical index.
One of the purposes is to enablj;: one to
select another tune than the one ordinarily given to any desired hymn-anything in the same meter could be used.
You will understand
from the above
that it is very easy to determine the
meter of any hymn either by seeing, or

(Continued on Page 59)

THE END
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ALDINI PRIMER
for Accordion
Simplest yet most
instructive method printed.
Accordion teaching made
easy and understandable.
Must be seen to be
appreciated.
Teacher
proyal.

copies sent on ap-

Enclose teacher card with request.
O. PAGANI & BRO. INC.
289 Bleec.ker St., New York 14, N.Y.

To help you keep
your better students
· .. and attract new ones!

• The SHORTEST WAY
to PIANISTIC FERFECTION
• RHYTHMICS. DYNAMICS,
PEDAL
Two teachers'
ha1Jdbooks
co-authored by WALTER GIESEKING,
famed
piano
virtuoso,
and his
teacher, the late KARL LEIMER.
The SHORTEST
WAY to PIANISTIC
PERFECTION
stresses
the importance of listening to one's
self while playing, i.e., "ear training." The authors then proceed
through touch and interpretation
to etudes, scales, broken chords,
trills and tranquility of motion at
the piano.

In RHYTHMICS. DYNAMICS,
PEDAL, Leimer and Gieseking disclose their own approach
to the
problems of touch, phrasing and
"technique through
mental work"
-in
addition to the subjects mentioned in the title.

by Theresa Costello
THE ACCORDION
IN SCHOOL MUSIC
CONDUCTIN.G th.is.column,
SINCE
I have had many InqUIrIeS as to
why the accordion is not included in
more of the school music programs.
WhiJe there are some schools and
symphonic organizations
that have
fully understood and appreciated the
instrument enough to include it in
their programs, there are many who
have not done this simply because
they apparently do not understand
the full potentialities of the instrument.
This problem has been thoroughly
discussed and efforts have been made
towards clarifying the situation
and
bringing about a better understanding of the true value of the accordion.
To this end, Mr. Clarke Fortner,
formerly on the faculty of the Nationa! Music Camp at Interlochen has
written a most illuminating
paper
which we here reproduce in part.
The modern piano accordion has
been adopted by leading symphony
orchestras, both as a member instrument and for solo performances with
orchestral accompaniment. It has been
accepted as a serious medium by
quite a number of colleges, universities and conservatories, by the National Music Camp at Interlochen,
Michigan, and by a great many famous composers who arc currently
devoting their talents to the composition of a wide ,range of serious works,
written specifically fOI' the instrument. It has been adopted as their
"favorite" instrument by many countries such as France, Italy, Spain,
Germany, Belgium, Holland, Sweden~
Denmark
Great Britain,
Australia
and South Africa. Onlr in the Arnerican public and high school music departments has the accordion
been
almost completely ignored, at least
up to this time.
Our school systems have not yet
recognized the accordion for what it
actual~y is-one of the most complete
and versatile musical instruments of
aU time, a lifelong instrument that
l

These books di$clo$e piano $ecrets
and experiences worth many hundreds of dollars to e')'ery teacher.
Each book: $1.50. Make thi$ in"est_
ment in )'our future today. See your
IIIl1S;C dealer, or 1VT;te:
THEODORE

PRESSER

COMPANY

Bryn Mawr, Penna.
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commands the respect and love of almost every American from 7 to 70.
It is the one musical instrument that
will be pla red and enjoyed long after
the school years are ended, All his
life, tbe child who learns to play the
accordion will benefit by the training
received and from his ability to express himself through music of his
own choosing and creation,
The tragic weakness of most school
music programs
is the number of
music students who abandon musical
activity after graduation because their
instruments
are not suited to solo
pia ring and they have little or no
opportunity for group playing. While
this condition cannot be completely
eliminated, it can be relieved through
greater emphasis on an instrument
such as the accordion which lends itself to lifetime service. Fully recognized by musicologists as a serious as
well as a fascinating medium of musical expression, the accordion is a
home instrument, a party instrument.
a solo instrument
and an ensemble
instrument-all
in one. It is also the
most logical and practical member of
the musical instrument family for use
in the schools as a basic medium for
musical training.
As everyone knows: the accordion
is made up of two separate and.distinct parte-s-the treble and the bass.
The treble side utilizes a regular
piano type keyboard. but it is played
much like the organ for a tone is
sustained only as long as the key remaim. depI·egsed. In the past, it has
been generally recognized that the
piano keyboard offered the greatest
possible opportWlity for the "hearsee-do" approach to musical training.
But it is a very difficult undertaking
to assemble the number of pianos reo
quired for class piano instruction in
the school room. On the other hand.
most parents are happy to buy and
provide an accordion for their child
and it can be transported to the
school rOOm for use there.
In the case of the accordion, the
instrument not only has a piano key·
board. but a bass kerboard as well.
etude-may-june
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Th bass system utilized was invented
byeWheatstoue, the English physicist,
dis without question one of the
au t remarkable deve I'opments m t he
moS
I'
t
wholehistory of musica mstrumen s.
It comprises a system of butto.ns,
ranging from 12 to 120, dependmg
n the instrument chosen, buttons
upo
'Ib
which not only produce .smg e . ass
tones, but complete maJo~~ .m.mor,
dominant seventh and diminished
chords as well. To learn to play the
b asses~ is no more difficult hthan to
learn the touch system on t e typeiter Yet ~ while learning the basses,II
wruer.
the student automatically learns a
the basic fundamentals of harmony
and analysis, including chord and key
relationship.
The accordion is the easiest of all
musical instruments to learn to play
in an acceptable fashion. True, to. become an artist, requires as much trrne
and study as any other instrumen.t~
but it is not the function 01 the public
and high school system~ to produce
artists. It is their Iunction to teach
those subjects that will provide a
basis for any career upon which a
graduate may determine, or at .1~ast
provide the recipient of the trammg
with the elements needed to buil-l
character and to make possible the
maximum enjoyment of life after
school days are finished. Unfo~tunately, many music ed.ucators shr-ink
from the accordion Simply because
they don't understand the ~nstrume~t,
have eiven no thought to rts place m
the scheme of things, or simply follow the beaten path of their predecessors.
Many thousands of school children
already play the accordion .. ~re ~ot
thesechildren entitled to partiorpatron
in public and high school music procrams? For those who do not already
~Iay, the accordion is easy to teach.
It can be taught successfully by ~ny
experienced music teacher and WIthout special training. Many exc~llent
methods of instruction are available
toda)'~and a wealth of mat.erial has
been published for accordIOn class
work and ensembles. [See April
ETUDE] Such publications are so
sell·explanatory that it is easy for
any qualified music teacher to teac~
the accordion even though he doesn I
play or has had no specific training
on this particular instrument.
Great utilitv and flexibility make
the accordiOl; ::ldaptable to a wide
range of uses. It is extremely. practical in the school band where It can
etude-may-june
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musical .instrument into the school
program? The inclusion pf the accordion in vour band or orchestra
will add tone color and distinction
and at the same time, provide a musical opportunity for many more st~dents. An all-accordion orchestra IS
an exciting musical adventure that
will bring new fame to your community and provide advantages to ~he
members that will endure for a lifetime. When accordions are made a
part of your school's activities, you
will follow the example of some of
the worid's most distinguished schools
and symphonic organizations.

be used as a substitute for any number of other, less popular instruments.
As long ago a.'S193?, a section of 12
accordions was utilized in a National
High School Band at the National
Music Camp, Interlochen, Michigan.
"It has also been used with great success in the school orchestra, in strictly
accordion groups or special ensembles·
of mixed instrumentation. It is an incomparable instrument in that it is a
complete unit, equally satisfactory
when played as a solo instrument,
witl1 or without accompaniment.
Why should there be further delav
in the introduction of this ,fascinating
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. Andy Arcuri; Noted Accordion Virtuoso,
Plays a HOHNER Exclusively
Says Mr. Arcari: "The new Hohner
Accordions are far and beyond any accordions I have ever known. I recommend them highly."

M. HOHNER,

INC .• 351 Fourth Avenue,

C~nodion Representative:

New York

10, N.Y.

Hough & Kohler, ltd., 468 King St. W., Toronto
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(Continued

from Pa,ge 43)

no..

3, first volume of the Clavicord.
Should
a certain Fvsharp he douhlesharp? Or vice-versa? At M. 3 (Ex. 1),
the first F -sharp in the right hand'
is it followed by two F double sharp;,
and then, on the last beat, does it
remain double sharp or return to the
single
sharp ? Editions differ. Then
at measure 21,

whichgives us full freedom to exercise
our own judgment.
.
If you wish to make a thorough study
f embellishments, I would recommend
~illi Apel's Harvard
Dictionary
of
Music,published by the Harvard Press.
In a condensed, practical
form, there
is also the Teaching Pamphlet no. 5,
"Ornamentation in music for the keyboard" published by Clayton F. Summy. And last but not least, why not
read Ph, Em. Bach's "Essay on the
true Art of playing Keyboard Instruments" translated by W. J. Mitchell
(W. W. Norton)?

DICTION IN SINGING
fourth

beat right hand: should we play

F and D both double sharp, when the
Urt.ext of the Bach CeseJlschaft gives
Fcsharp
and D double sharp, with a
diminished
third? Also, in Naegeli's
edition
this last 0 double sharp is
not tied to the one in the next measure,
wh rene in the
imroek and Czerny
editions ...
it is!
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simple
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\./I~
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permit easy installation

model
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providing

of the
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tions are available to key melodic lines against the
rich organ background.
The Concert Model ClAVIOLINE
sound

production

dynamic

that will

variations"of

allow

has a full range of
it to parallel the

any organ.

A new clarinet

voice, plus. the addition of rich sub-tones, makes the
Concert Model CLAV/OUNE· an exciting instrument
that will enhance the performance
Try it at your local dealer!
A PRODU<;:T OF ElECTRONICS DIVISION,
Exclusive

of any organist.

GIBSON, INC.

Distribulors

CHICAGO MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
7373 N. CICERO AVENUE, CHICAGO 30

As for the embellishments: let's take
a look at the beautiful
Prelude in C.
sharp minor, no. 4, first volume. Most
editions indicate a great deal of ornamentation.
till. originally this Prelude
carried no ornamentation
or embellishments of any kind. Beyond any doubt,
the latter were added later on and the
fact that most of them were approved
by Kirnberger
and Altnikol gives them
an appearance
of authenticity. In his
edition
of
the
Clavlcord
however,
Armand
Ferte prefers 10 re-establish
the original
version which can never
be questioned,
And throughout the
forty-eight
Preludes
and Fugues, he
makes it 8 rule to present various editors' viewpoints. finally stating his own
and giving the reason why.
Camille
Saint-Saens,
an expert in
tbe matter of ornamentation, was proba.
bly right when he said that after all,
it matters
little bow one interprels
ornamentation,
for in the time of the
old masters
it did not have the importance one gives it today and it is
likely that
they. themselves, varied
greatly from one performance of their
own works to the next.
According
to tradition, the trill in
the old masters ought to slart on the
upper note. Well and good, in many
cases. But there are exceptions! How
is one to judge?
Here's where our
sense of hearing comes into play. It
should tell us what is right, and recog·
nize it from what is wrong. This I
consider as the ultimate factor. And
always remember
tbat Bach, specifi.
cally, left his texts entirely unmarked,
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(Continued [rom Page 14)
other words interpretation oj text by
other than musical tones is not singing,
The emphasis therefore is upon musical
IOlles and this emphasis
embodies the
secret, jf there be one, of good diction.
A singer whose voice is maned by
throatiness, nasality, or breathiness, or
is constricted, forced, raspy or wobbly,
cannot be credited with producing musical tones. Since the presence of these
defects acts as a barrier and impedes
clear diction, it follows that in the process of eliminating them the impediments to good diction are eimultaneOil sly being removed, thus obviating the
need for special diction instruction.
Nearly all bask training in vocal
emission is based upon the vowels. But
unless it is based on the purity oj the
vowels it inescapably leads to one or
another, or more, of the vocal defects
mentioned and bad diction.
Very few
teachers and singers, however, have a
comprehensive conception of what the
phrase connotes. A pure vowel is not
only one that .is unadulterated
by the
soundof another vowel. It is not enough
that an AH should sound as the AH in
father, an AY as in paid, an EE as
in teeth, an OH as in note, and an
00 as in move, This is only relative
purity. There must be absolute purity.
All vowels, Jong and short, and diphthongs, must he without a trace of. the
throatiness and pressure of the guttural
G quality, the adenoidy twang of the
nasal N, the breathiness of HAH, the
hardness of forcing, the choking effect
of constriction, without a hint of raspiness and the wavelike rei tent jon of the
tremolo. Consonants look after themselves j{ not exaggerated.
This system of vocal emission, employed with conspicuous success by all
the great masters of vocal production,
being th-ekind· of two-in-one process it
is, will, in due Ume, not only assure a
free, clear, resonant, musically.toned,
velluto voice so essential to good singing, but also, simultaneously,
clarity of
diction, without the Nemesis of .vocal
injury.
THE END
etude-may-june
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WORLD OF MUSIC
(Continued

from Page 7)

The Twenty-fourth Annual Bach Festival will
held at Baldwin- Wallace
College, May 25 and 26. "The Art of the
Fugue" will he the principal orchestral
work on the programs, and The Passion
According to St. John will be the featured choral work. Included on the planning committee is Mrs. Albert Riemenschneider whose husband, the late Dr.
Albert Riemenschneider,
directed the
festival at Baldwin-Wallace- for many
years.

be

The Berkley Summer Music School

will open its sixth season at Bridgton
Academy, North Bridgton, Maine, on
July 9. Under the direction of Harold
and Marion Berkley the school will run
for six weeks and the program will include evening concerts by the faculty
members and guests.
A conductor's
workshop, supervised
by Elaine Brown, director of the Singing City project of Fellowship House in
Philadelphia, will be held August 19 to
September 2 at Fellowship House Farm
in the country about 30 miles from
Philadelphia. Mrs. Brown, director of
choral activities at Temple University,
Philadelphia, is an outstanding choral
conductor.

COMPETITIONS
(For details, write to sponsor listed)
Artists' Advisory Council Competition
for a major orchestral
composition.
Award of $1,000 and performance
(if
merited) by 'the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Closing date December 1, 1956.
Details from Mrs. WiHiam Cowen, president, Artists' Advisory Council, Room
201, 55 East Washington,
Chicago, Illinois.
The Drexel Competition
for com.
posers of choral music, under auspices
of the Beta Chapter of Pi Nu Epsilon,
honorary music fraternity at Drexel Institute of Technology in Philadelphia.
Winning compositions to be published
by Theodore Presser Company. Closing
date September 1, 1956. Details from
Department of Music, Drexel Institute
of Technology,
32nd and Chestnut
Streets, Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania.

LEARNING

TO LEARN

CONCERNING DAVID OISTRAKH
(Continued from Page 41)

BACH

an" technical perfection,
with the
~eaning and message of the music tak. g a back seat-very
often far to the
~ar. We may hope that the influence of
Mr. Oistrakh's playing will lead the
prevailing taste to demand that technique again become the servant of musical expression.
At the Pension Fund Concert of the
Philharmonic.Symphony Society of New
York, Mr. Oisrrakh played three concerti: the A major Mozart, the Brahms
and the Tchaikovsky.
Some who heard
the concert criticized the Mozart as not
heing elegant enough, an opinion with
whichI heartily disagree. Mozart's music is never lady-like: it is often ex-'
tremely masculine in its vigor, and often
childlike-but never childish-in
its
delicacy and insouciance. That is how
Oistrakh played it: Vigorously when the
music demanded vigor, delicately and
with the utmost charm in the lighter
passages. The slow mov~m~nt was
played with a beautifully singing tone
and superb phrasing, and much more
subtlety of phrasing than it usually receives.
The Brahms Concerto was eminent
music-making of an entirely different
style. Almost from the first entrance of
the solo violin it was evident that Ois-

(Continued from Page 14)
from which it moves forward again. This
also exists in Bach, but not to the same
extent. Bach gives us a less absolute
sense of harmonic mold-which
is logical enough, since his lines move more
independently
towards
or away from
harmonic points according to their own
individual shapes. Still, the focal points
exist (implied in each line, and fully
stated when the lines are combined),
and they must be recognized.
"We have scrutinized
the line for its
rhythmic pattern, and 'we have examined the line's melody in terms of its
movement, its personal rhythm, and its
harmonic
implications.
When all of
these points are clear, we are ready to
combine the lines integrating
the rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic
elements
which have thus far been studied separately. Still bearing in mind that one
of our ultimate musical
effects is a
combination of single lines, we try to
make this integration
as complete as
possible. In playing
Bach, the focal
points of harmony within a short phrase
should rarely be highly emphasizedas one may in a short phrase of a
Chopin Nocturne;
they must be integrated with the rhythmic and intervallic
movement of each line.
"In suggesting this detailed analysis
of the integral elements of each line,
I present one aspect of the elements
of performance.
For I maintain
that
performance, when practiced
as a true
art and not as a stage activity, deals
with building a structure
of sounds,
shapes, and meanings.
To achieve a
construction,
the performer must know
what his materials are; to do· this, he
must have previously
analyzed
them
into their component parts. Hence, I
believe that careful analysis is one of
the great keys to understanding
the
riches of Bach. Know what your Com.
ponent elements are-see
them clearly
-be
able to point to them, to name
them. Only then Ctl'fl one put them together. again, deciding what to do with
them, interpreting them. Careful analysis is helpful in all schools of music, as
the clearest approach
to style. The
term style is too often a vague thing.

Try to describe the style of Brahms, for
instance, and you will at first find YOUr.
self floundering
among adjectives of
mood and feeling.
"In
approaching
Bach, we must
further
remember
that he wrote with
much Jess specific instrumental color
or texture,
than did any of the late;
composers.
In his time, instrumental
color was relatively unimportant. Bach.
for instance,
composed three violin
sonatas which he later transcribed as
keyboard sonatas-to
be played on a
clavier which, at that time, meant any
keyboard
instrument.
Organ, clavi.
chord, harpsichord
(and later piano)
were all covered by the term claoier,
And the same works could be played
on all, without great insistence on in.
dividua l
instrumental
color, even
though
such
individualities
existed.
The organ, for instance, was capable
of sustained
tone; 'harpsichord tone
was produced
by the plucking action
of a jack on a string; the clavichord
produced a singing tone by the pressing
against
the string of a tangent. The
same piece of music was played on all
these instruments.
Instrumental color
as we use the term-specific
sonorities
resulting
from the nature of the in.
strument
itsel f, a part from the music
or its interpretalion-was
not as important
to Bach, as, for instance, to
Chopin
or Debussy. Hence, we also
should not insist on playing Bach only
on the harpsichord,
for instance. Don't
seek to interpolate
Chopinesque pianistic effects into the music of Bach, or.
on the' other hand, to imitate in a
sim plified way the effects of earlier in.
struments.
"Bach's
music becomes clearer and
more enjoyable
when one can under.
stand his language, his materials, and
his structures.
For this reason, I recommend close analysis of essential elements. This alone will not insure great
interpretation;
but it will clarify for
the student
what he is to interpret,
which will in turn clarify how he feels
about the section or work. That is why
I believe it is important to learn how
to learn Bach."
THE END

CHARLES

ETUDE regrets that due to difficulties
entirely beyond its control, the mailing
date of the April' issue was delayed
about two weeks. The bindery strike,
which caused the delay, has now been
settled and we have no reason to anticlpate any furthur delays.
The Editor

(Continued
played. It seems to me that, with all the
wealth of material in the repertoire
which is beautiful and appropriate
to
the wedding service. we ourselves are
to blame if we allow the musical standards to sink to a commonplace
level.
The music will sound perfunctory
if we
select it and play it in a perfunctory
manner.

as having this to say about his own situation: "My business experience revealed
life to me in many aspects that I might
otherwisehave missed. To an insurance
man there is an average man and he is
humanity. In business one sees tragedy.
nobility,meanness, high aims, low aims,
bright hopes, faint hopes, great ideals,
no ideals ... it is my experience that
there is more open minded ness and willingness to learn the premises underlying a new and unfamiliar thing before
condemningit, in the world of business,
than in music. You cannot set art off in
a corner and hope for it to have vitality,
reality and substance. My work in music helped my business and my work in
businesshelped my music.":
He was ahead of his time in economic
thinking as far as insurance was concerned, as he was instrumental
in developingthe idea of fitting the insurance
plan to meet the individual man's needs
and to make it possible for people of
small income to obtain it. He also organizeda school for training the agents
of his company wherein they were educated to the possibilities of insurance,
as well as the psychology of ·selling and
the initiative of discerning
ways in
whichto serve their clients. Underneath
all of this effort and activity was I~es'
own concern for the "little man" and

from Page 40)
The main thing is to retain interest
and enthusiasm.
We don't have to pre.
cipitate a crisis in the nameof art for
art's sake. or stage a running battle with
the bride. the bride's mother. or the
wedding consultant.
If 'We are enthusiastic about fine music. and can make
it sound weU in performance. others will
be entnusiastic
about it .too.
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NO MORE lost, strayed, frayed or soiled
sheet music. No more frantic search through
mixed-up stacks of muddled music! Don't
pile it-FILE it in the wonderful finger-tip
trays of a modern TONKabinet. Thousands
say there's nothing else so handy; no other
filing method so easy. Beautifulstyles and sizesfor studios, homes,schools, bands.
Capacitiesup to 2750pages.
WRITE

FOR FREE

illustrated data with handy hints
on filing, and name of nearest
dealer. TONK Mfg. Co., 1916 N.
Magnolia Ave., Chicago 14, Ill.

E. IVES

(Continued from Pa.ge 20)

HERE COMES THE BRIDE
Excuse us, please

trakh's conception of the concerto was
made of long sweeping lines, in which
no detail-however
highly finishedwould assume a greater
importance
than was its due in the building of the
long line. His shaping of phrase was
masterly and his building of a climax
superb in conception. For me, however,
the conception was not always realized
in sound, for the reason that the tone
of his violin was not quite big enough
to carry out his intentions and ideals.
It is doubtful if the violin exists that
would give this artist all he needs of
volume and intensity, coupled with the
exquisite quality of his present instrument.
From the foregoing comments it will
be gathered
that I was impressed
by
Mr. Oistrakh's playing. I was more than
impressed,
I was convinced that it was
the greatest violin artistry I had heard
in twenty years or more. He has a phenomenal technique, which, however, is
never displayed
for its own sake; a
supremely beautiful tone which is capable of taking on a wide palette of colors; an impeccable musical taste; and
a sense of style unsurpassed by any violinist now concertizing. All this adds up
to an artist of great stature-and
this
David Olstrakh undeniably is. THE END

etude-may-june
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his need for economic security, which
Ives tried to help him obtain through
insurance
and estate .planning. The
ideas presented at the training school
were original with Ives, and are now
widely used by insurance companies.
The following excerpts from a long
article and papers, written by Ives during the First World War, indicate how
advanced were his political ideas:
"A People's World Union or call it
the United States of the World under
whose constit.ution each country will be
free to work out for itself its own problems in a fair open-minded 'will of the
people way.'
"No country shall try by force to capture another country; no country shall
join another country unless it shall be
by the open, fair and direct will of all
the people of all countries concerned;
no country shall try to force on any
country
any economic, political
plan
system or ism.
"Under
the Peoples World Na.tions
there
shall be in place of national
armies throughout the world a Peoples
World National Army Poli-ce Force. Its
principal
duty will be to stop all criminal acts in any country.
"Now there is one thing for Americans
in these United States to get up and do

(Continued on Page 57)
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. omer has never tried• to perform
h preludes as the D major, and Bcflat
sue
major from Bookl on t hatat Tmtrmate
h sehold instrument of the 18th cenOOy Correctly translated,
the title
tur .
1
~houldread, "The Well-Tempered
Cla•.
"a
term
which
stood
in
the
time
Vier,
.
of Bach for all keyboard instruments,
includingthe organ.
The 19th century, understandably
butincorrectly, thought of all music in
terms of the superlative achievements
of its own day. It tended to lese an
understanding of other, earlier styles
and to view them more and more as
imperfect realizations of 19th century
ideals.For example, Sir George MacIarren in a paper read to the Royal
Musical Association could say with
equanimity in 1885 that Bach wrote
"progressionsso hideous that the early
law givers never deemed necessary to
prohibit them." What he meant was
simplythat Bach's manner of writing
wasnot the 19th century manner. And
in 1862Dr. Hans von Biilow, in a preface to his edition of certain Sonatas
by C. P. E. Bach, could calmly announcethat he "was convinced of the
necessityof a 'revision' ....
"
Today,in the middle of the twentieth
century, we still entertain
and are
guided by many such misconceptions
of our great grandparents.
We still
studythe "Well-Tempered Clavichord"
in editions based on Czerny. In fact, it
is a bit depressing to examine the current announcements of so many of our
most highly respected conservatories,
schoolsof music and, indeed, universities,only to find Bach's Old Testamant wrongly titled. This is one minute
reflectionof our unquestioning
acceptance of the standards of another age.
Butthere is another chilling aspect to
this blind allegiance. So much are we
underthe spell of the creed of the 19th
century that we have committed
the
unpardonable sin of either ignoring or
givingbut a minimum of attention to
the music of our own day. This seems
to be more true of pianists. when we
examinethe requirements as stated by
our institutions of learning,
than of
performers of other instruments,
althoughon the concert platform the differences tend to disappear.
Thus we
findthat students who wish to enter or
graduatefrom our various schools must
provetheir ability to play scales creditably,must discharge their responsibilities (1) to the remote past by performing preludes and fugues from the
Well-Tempered C---(?), a Haydn
Or Mozart, and a Beethoven Sonata,
(2) to the 19th century by a bouquet
ofassortedworks of Schumann, Chopin,
Lisztand Brahms, and (3) as a tribute
to Ourown day, one work of a modern
composer,unspecified.
Now, let us return to our student
(Continuedon Page 56)
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Indeed,
all piano composers of the
time, Chopin,
Brahms, Grieg, along
with Schumann, Liszt, and others, made
full and constant use of the expressive
and technical capacities of their instrument, now come of age.
We still receive gratefully the bene.
fits of our heritage from the age oi
keyboard wizardry. In fact, it is doubt.
ful that we have fully recovered from
the im pact of this music. Our concert
halls still resound with 19th century
virtuoso items, and most conservatories
and schools of music still test their students' performance
abilities by requiring that a major portion of the examination programs
represent the age of
the titans of the piano.
We can rejoice in the rich piano literature of the 19th century. However,
most of us have been so subdued by it
that we have also accepted, lock, stock
and barrel, many of the more whimsical features
of that century. One of
these is the habit of evaluating all music in terms of the nature of 19th century music. This was understandable in
the 19th century, but hard to justify
now. It is not without interest to note
that. when Carl Czerny in 1839 published his edition of Bach's '48' he
based his revisions not on an exhaustive study
of Baroque performance
practice, but rather on: 1. A considerat jon of the unmistakable character of
each movement;
2. Memory of Beethoven's manner of playing many of the
fugues; 3. Thirty years of study of the
work. The result. net and gross, was a
romantic
interpretation
rather than a
restoration
of Bach. Czerny was guilty
of no singular
wrongdoing here, for
it has been characteristic
of each
stylistic period in the history of music
to recast earlier works, so long as there
was any interest in them. Palestrina's
high Renaissance
a cappella masses
were being
performed
with all the
trappings
of the early Baroque continuo style, not very long after his
death.
Mozart's
accompaniments
to
Handel's "Messiah"
are, musically, of
a high order, but stylistically out of
step.
The error was not Czerny's, but ours,
as we continue complacently to accept
his highly colored interpretation 117
years after its birth. For the truth of
the matter is that most of the popular
modern editions are based on his. Connected with this is our inheritance from
the 19th century of a total indifference
to the various Baroque keyboard instruments. Examine the title page of your
own copy of Bach's '48'. Likely as not
it will advertise
the "Well-Tempered
Clavichord."
It is certain that anyone
who has given his approval to such a
etude-may-june
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instrument
as well as any musical tone
which is beyond the capabilities
of a
voice or conventional
musical
instrument.
It is a means, he said, for producing
electronically, an infinity of new musical
complexes employing the sound of human voices and conventional
instruments, or tones that may never before
have been heard, either
in solo performance or blended
in any desired
orchestral arrangement.
"This new system of making music
should encourage musical composers to
write new compositions
that can take
advantage of the wider scope and superior characteristics
offered
them by
electronics ior the expression
of their
genius," said General Sarnoff. "In this
new
role, electronics
performs
in
marked contrast to the musician whose
playing is limited to the use of ten
fingers and sometimes aJso the two Feet.
"This electronic instrument
also offers
new opportunities for production
of
phonograph
records, since it can produce any kind of sound that can be
imagined. Further,
with this new systern, old recordings can be rejuvenated
into new phonograph records free from
distortion and noise.
"It is not necessary that a composer
be able to playa
musical
instrument,
for whatever musical effects he wants
to create he can achieve by use of the
synthesizer.
"But the vital factors of correct 'interpretation'
of the music written by
the composer-the
heart. the soul and
the mood of the composition-colllinue
to be the task and function
of the
human being who synthesizes the music
from the score. That person must be a
good musician. In the hands of a great
musician the electronic synthesizer can
create great music."
The writer of this article spent a
full day recently at the RCA Research
Laboratory at Princeton, and Dr. Olson
gave him his undivided time to explain
the working and method
of musical
production of this remarkable
new machine.
,
When we first heard the synthesizer.
many of the musical notes sounded so
new and strange to Our ears, that we
wondered
whether Arturo
Toscanini
Jascha
Heifetz, or Richard
Rodger~
would he needed to produce music willI
this new system.
But Dr. Olson explained
that while
~he machine does not turn engineers
mto composers, conductors
or instrumentalists. it does enable them to become interpreters of music. For example. they can take the musical Score
of a great composer. key it through the
synthesizer
and obtain
results
that

C~;~;:
I
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from Page 19)
would be achieved by musicians playin"
their conventional instruments. And th:
men who operate the synthesizer need
not know how to play any musical
instrument.
They can simulate instru.
mental artists by merely pressing type.
writer-like
keys that actuate electron
tubes and transistors.
Dr. Olson gave us a personal demon.
stration of the synthesizer. The musical
selections
from which excerpts were
synthesized
and the musical instruments
simulated
included.
"Well-Tempered
Clavichord"
by Bach. clavichord; Po.
lonaise by Chopin, piano; Clair de Lune
by Debussy,
piano; Hungarian Dance
No. 1 by Brahms.
an engineer's conception with no instrument simulated;
Holy Night by Adam, electronic organ;
Home Sweet Home by Bishop, an en.
gineer's
conception and no instrument
simulated:
"Medley"
by Foster. hill.
billy band: Nola by Arndt. piano; and
Blue Skies by Berlin, orchestra.
He explained to us that the engineers
who interpreted
and yntheslzed the
music are not musicians and they em.
ployed no instrumentalists, nor did they
lise any musical instruments in any of
the music heard in the demonstration.
Dr. Olson told us that Alfred Wallen.
stein. Conductor
of the Los Angeles
Symphony
Orchestra. had recently vis.
Ited the RCA Laboratories and observed
the system in operation. Mr. Wallenstein heralded
the music synthesizer as
Us veritable
fountain of inspiration and
new ideas. indeed the entire world of
sound can be tapped for the creation
of yet unheard musical forms."
Mr. Wallenstein
noted that "in its
present state the electronic system of
synthesized
music is not at a point
where it can replace or personalize live
artists or orchestras. However. the ideas
expressed
for further development of
the system. when realized. should make
it possible
not only 10 expand the
boundaries
of music as we know them
today, but also to achieve musical results that can now be achieved only
through human hands and voices and
with existing musical instruments."
As Hews of the synthesizer got around
in music circles in the spring of 1955.
a goodly number of requests poured
into RCA for a specimen recording of
music of the synthesizer. Accordingly.
in the summer ~f 1955 the inventors of
this electronic instrument put out RCA
Victor LM 1922, a twelve·inch LP entitled "The Sounds and Music of the
RCA Electronic
Music Synthesizer."
This record is not a music record
such as we may expect, but a series of
explanations
about
the synthesizer
spoken by the human voice at conversational speed. followed at appropriate
etude-may-june

, tervals by specimens of the music
I~ the synthesizer. Considering that the
o thesizer is stilI in the experimental
syn
h
di
and pioneering stage, t e re.cor mg .IS
unique, and may prove a milestone In
new musical field. The sale of this
:ecord was very good, and the first issue
wassnapped up by collectors in a couple
of weeks.
Dr. Olson and his associates have
spent close to six years and $175,000
of RCA's money on the synthesizer.
From their point of view, it is an
eminently practical investment and a
machineof tremendous possibilities. Dr.
Olson believes that it wiII he valuable
as a source of musical material for
records especially, where its ability to
create exotic scales and new sonorities
can build a new accent in this whole

field,
Dr, Olson explained to us that he
began his work on the synthesizer by
analyzing musical tones, and finding
out their basic properties,
which he
says include
frequency,
intensity,
growth, duration, decay, porta mento,
timbre, vibrato, and deviations. Having
identifiedthese components, he then set
about to design and build a set of electronic circuits which would produce
them synthetically, or mix them in any
degree desired.
While other inventors have produced
electronic instruments, Dr. Olson's differed from theirs in that it is independent of performers. The RCA synthesizer produces music to conform with
sensations it gets from a pre-recorded
paper tape, and it can repeat this performance as many times as desired,
after the principle of a phonograph,
That tape corresponds to musical notation; and it comprehends
tempo,
pitch, rhythm, quality, and phrasing.
In other words, the machine composes
and produces music from its basic
mathematical state without
pen or
standard musical notation. With a turn
of the proper switch or dial, the machine
puts out a sound. The engineer experiments with the controls until the sound
suit! his purpose (which might be to
match the best recorded example of
Pinza's low G or a high A as it sounds
on Menuhin's violin). To get all the
qualities of that note, the operator uses
a keyboard, not dissimilar to that on
a typewriter, to punch a row of holes
across a roll of paper, somewhat akin
to the old player piano technique, although infinitely more complex. A single
row of holes may represent
no more
than %4th of a second of music, but
after the whole roll has been electronically scored. it is played back through
the synthesizer's 300 tubes and circuitry,
contained in eight tall racks, to produce a continuous pleasing passage.
The synthesizer has other possibilities, says Dr. Olson. By way of illustration, it could take the bow scratch out of

1956
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a violin recording, elevate a tenor saxophone into the zone of the flute, or
bring Morton Downey down an octave.
"The synthesizer does not just manipulate the pitch of a note, but can develop infinite variations
of a note's
volume, timbre, rate of growth and decay, and overtones," says Dr. Olson. "It
also adds such extras as glissando,
portamento, tremolo, and vibrato."
The development
of the electronic
music synthesizer should prove a step
toward hastening the' day when the engineer and the musician will work together as a team. The day. in fact, seems
already
here when the engineer
and
artist should join forces and seek to
understand
the terminology
and problems of each other in order to advance
together,
is the belief of Dr. Olson,
Plans are now afoot to build a new
and improved synthesizer. Great things
are expected of it. It is perhaps not
too much to say that this electronic
instrument
will prove to be the means
of opening new horizons and vistas in
the field of music, which will come to
maturity and fruition during the course
of our own lifetimes.
THE END

Hands ..•
that have grown
to Musical Achievement!
It's hard to believe as you hear him
perform today that those are the same
fingers you took in your own and
placed on the proper keys.
.
But his success is your success. As his
teacher you have guided him through
a maze of notes and keys . . . and of
equal importance are the pianos, that
have by their response to his 7very
feeling inspired him to greater heights.
Today he knows that his performance
can be only as good as the piano he
uses. That's why his choice is always
a piano with a Wood & Brooks Action
the action found in the World's
Finest Pianos!

NEW RECORDS
(Continued fram Page 18)
are the qualities of "poet, seer, and cavalier," just as much as in his later works.
The four were written during the
period when Haydn abandoned the writing of quartets
for some nine years
before the publication
of the Russian
Quartets,
Opus 33, written "in a new
and particular manner." Thus they belong to the early days of modern chamber music, when it was just beginning to
free itself from the older continuo style
with its inevitable improvised keyboard
accompaniment.
And yet through the
usual texture of two concertizing violins
and the accompaniment
figures of the
viola and cello, one perceives
occasional hints of things to come, with both
of these lower instruments participating
actively in motific interchanges with the
concertante parts.
The New Music Quartet reads these
works with its accustomed
high order
of musicianship,
sensitivity
and fine
balance. Although there are occasional
minute
deviations
from the printed
score that this reviewer followed, and
despite the fact that the tempowf
some
of the movements might be q6i'Stioned,
the performance
is one that shou~d
bring a higher satisfaction to all mUSIC
lavers, (Columbia ML 5003)
-William
], Mitchell
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The Sound of Music

The First Opera

by Wilburla Moore

lOR ETUDE
. ed by Elizabeth A. Gest

W

HAT

•

THE FIRST OPERA
by Leonora Sill Ashton

A

FAMOUS period in the history

of music had arrived. In the
land of Italy, during the second
half of the sixteenth century, the first
opera was written. The author of the
words was Ottavio Rinunccini;
the
composer of the music was a wellknown Italian musician, J acopo Peri
(born in Florence in 1561).
There had been a long period of
preparation
for this event. Day after
day a group of -musicians and writers
had been meeting together to study a
forgotten form of music which was
used by the ancient Greeks, in which
poets declaimed their lines to the accompaniment of a harp or lyre. These
were simple compositions,
but shaped
in such fine, classic form that the
group studying
them determined
to
use this form as the foundation
for
their own work, the new lyric drama.
Finally Peri produced
what the
group called an opera and for its
title they took the name of the nymph
Dafne, . on whose story Rinunccini
founded his libretto. A nymph was a
mythological
maiden who lived in a
grove or a fountain,
or in running
water. Dafne lived in the woods j another mythological
figure, Apollo, admired her very much. One day he
was chasing her through the woods
and suddenly, she disappeared.
Had
she hidden· in a hollow tree, he wondered? But no! She had been turned
into a laurel bush!
The opera of "Dafne"
(also spelled
Daphne) was performed
privately in
Florence in 1597, in the home of a
young nobleman
named Corsi, who
was a member of the group. (They
called
themselves
the Camerata.)
Though this opera was never presented in -publi~, knowledge
of its
interesting combination
of drama and
music spread rapidly and it was much

talked about. Then, when King Henry

IV

of France was to be married
to
Maria de Medici in 1600, Peri's rcputation had spread
so much that he
was commissioned
to write another
opera as a part of the wedding festivities, and Rinunccini was again the
librettist.
This second opera
by Peri was
named for another
nymph,
Euridice,
whose story was also told with words
and music. But, as well as being performed at the French
Court for the
royal wedd ing, this opera
was repeated in public.
Corsi took part in both of these
o~)eras by playing
the harpsichord,
and he also wrote some of the songs

(Continued on next page)

The Famous La Scala
in Milan, Italy

By the Waters
by Helena

A

swift

mountain

Sidis

torrent

thunders

along. Fortissimo. Fortissimo!
This is
its song. A brook in a meadow glides on
its way. Pianissimo. Pianissimo!
Softly,
I say. Glissando, a river slips to the sea.
Legato. Legato! Over the lea. Sonora
the ocean booms on a rock. Our lesson
is over. Look at the clock.

is the sound of music?
This is the ear that hears the
sound of music. This is the lone that
reaches the ear that hears the sound of
music. This is the wire that vibrates the
tone that reaches the ear that hears the
sound of music. This is the hammer that
strikes the wire that vibrates the tone
that reaches the ear that hears the sound
of music. This is the rod that moves the
hammer
that strikes the wire that vibrates the tone that reaches the ear that
hears the sound of music. This is the
key that raises the rod that moves the
hammer
that strikes the wire thar vi.
brutes the tone that reaches the ear that
hears the sound of music. This is the
finger that presses the key that raises
the rod that moves the hammer that
strikes the wire that vibrates the tone
that reaches the ear that hears the sound
of music. This is the brain that controls
the finger that presses the key that raises
the rod that moves the hammer that
strikes the wire that vibrates the tone
that reaches the ear that hears the sound
of music.
What i the sound of music?
Who knows!

. 0 £ "D a £ne "
, "Ilafne." The mUSIC
£ C.,
t
but
some
0
orsi s con tn-.
waslos
buti,.ens were preserved
•
Cand are In .the
library of the Paris
onservatoire.
There is a saying everyone knows
that "great oaks from little acorns
grovt and "Dafne" might be likened
to this. since the many wonderful
usical dramas we now see and hear
III
in grand opera today all. h a d t hei
err
beginning in that first little ope~a
writtenin 1597, the words and mUSIC
of which portrayed the .story of the
nymphwho was turned into a laurel
l
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bush!
Eversince these days Italy has been
composingand producing
operas and
today the La Scala Opera House in
Milanis one of the most famous opera
housesin the world.

Who Knows the Answers?
(Keep'score. O'le hum/refl

is perfect)

I. Which of the following composers
diedbefore 1900: Puccini, Himsky-Korsakoff, Counod, Debussy? (15 points)
2. What is a tetrachord? (5 points)
3. Is an octet a composition
for five,
six, seven or eight performers?
(10
points)
4. Is the pianist, Jose Iturbi,
Cuban,
SouthAmerican, Spanish or Mexican?
(10 points)
5. What are the alphabet letters of the

V. Hil/rle

You have heard of all kinds of chests
-tTeasu re chests, cedar chests and
others. Did you ever hear of a "Chest
of Viols"?
The viol was the ancestor of the
violin. There were lour sizes of these
instruments,
treble, tenor, bass and
double-bass.
Some historians list them
as soprano
(the smallest), alto (next
in size), tenor (still a bit larger), and
bass (the largest).
During the middle
ages in England every educated family
owned a chest of viols. They were
played alone or with singers.
A viol was sha ped something Ijke
a mandolin,
with five, six or seven
strings. At least they were, until the
time of Gasparo da Salo, a celebrated
viol maker and teacller in Italy (15421609). He changed the shape of the
viol to that of his improved instrument
which he called the violin. He also improved the tone. using sycamore and
pear wood. There are four sizes of the
new instrument,
also, each with four
strings tuned a fifth apart, except the
double-bass
which is tuned in fourths.
The new names were: violin, viola,
violoncello and double-bass.
The string choir of the present day
orchestra
is made up of these four
instruments.
What a change has corne
over those old chests of viols!

Results of Origiual Puzzle Contest in Jauuary

III

The Chest of Viols
b,- Martha

NO CONTEST THIS MONTH

(Continued)

l

diminished-seventhchord in the key of
G·minor?(10 points)
6. Who was born first, Bach or Handel?
(20 points)
7. What is meant by piu mosso rna non
Iroppo? (5 points)
8. Was the Nutcracker Suhe composed
by Stravinsky,Saint-Satins, Tchaikovsky
O[ Moussorgsky? 00 points)
.
9. Howmany half steps from C-double.
sharpto B-dollble-flat? (5 points)
10.a-From what country does the melodygivenwith this quiz come? ($points)
b-What is the name of this folkSOJlg? (S points)
t

Some interesting
puzzles were submitted in the January original puzzle
contest. One contestant, who forgot to
Pdze

Winners

for Original

Puzzles

Class A-Ann
Morris (Age 20), Texas,
tied with Carol Ann Lindquist,
(Age

17), Idaho.
Class B-Richard
Eichman (Age 15),
Maryland,
tied with Linda WiHs, (Age

12), Kentucky.
Class C-Carolyn

Johnson

Illinois, lied with Darlene
9), West Virginia.

(Age 11),

Porter,

(Age

Letter Box
Send replies to letters in care of
Junior Etude, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and
if correctly stamped, they will be
Forwarded
to the wrtters, Do not
usk for addresses. Foreign postage
is 8 cents. Foreig n air mail rate
varies, so consult your Post OHice
before stamping foreign air mail.
Print your name and return
address on the back of the envelope.

•

Dear Junior Etude:
I enjoy Junior Etude very much, especially the Letter Box and Quizzes. My
favorite composers are Bach and Beethoven. My ambition is to become a
composer,
symphony
conductor
and
choral
conductor. I have already written a Piano Sonata, a Viulin Sonata,
thirteen
piano numbers, a 'Cello Suite,
and three smaller works. I would like
to hear from other J unior readers.

John Peterson (Age 9), Michigan.

•

Dursley Piano Gronp
Toronto, Canada
Marianne Colpitts, Lynn Gallagher, Eileen
Foster, Nancy Gilbert, Ann Marie McLelland Lillian Burt, Mildred Massey, Jill Lister lo.Ann Toms, Grace Ann Willis, Lillian
M;cKenzie, Janice MacKenzie, Brian Gallagher, Dennis Smith, Patricia Park, Lydia

Marcia Wechter (Age 11),
Nartlt Carolina
elude-may_june 1956

Special

Honor-alde

Mention

Class A, Judith Kolbe, Pennsylvania;
Class B, Charlotte 1. Johnson, Connecticut and Charlotte Parks, Georgia;
Class C, Sara Jane Fleming, Georgia.
Honorable

Mention
order):
Belly Bickford, Lucille Burke, Judy Burns,
Genie Chandler, Judy Chandler, Eleanor
Cornwell, Donna Craig, Carol Craig, Doris
Daoust, Vicki Duke, Sally Faletti, Robin
Fisher, Robert Fuchs, Ann Hiliker, George
Huff, Drew Kershen, Weldon Morris, Shirley
Norris, Martha McConney, Lynn Oglesby,
Carolyn Price, Elmer Pugh, Nancy Pulnerenti, Linda Sal ese, Maurice Viscuso,Frances
ViSCllSO,Charles WeJ!s, John Yurtine, Wil·
bur Young.
(in alphabetical

Answers to Quiz
1. Counod; 2. a scale progression of two
whole-steps
and one half-step ; 3.. eight;
4. Spanish; 5. F-sharp, A,C,E-f1at; 6. Handel was born one month before Bach (in
1685); 7. More motion but not much; 8.
Tchaikovsky ; 9. seven; 10. a-Italy; b-O

Sole Mio.
Dear Junior Etude:
I like ETUDE very much and to say
it is my favorite magazine is just putting it mildly. I have studied voice and
rudiments of music and piano. Aside
from music I am also interested
in
literature.
I wouJd like to hear from
music-minded people.

Rosario H. de la Serna (Age 24),
Philippines.

•

Dear Junior Etude:
I have studied piano for six years and
hope to become a concert pianist. I play
clarinet in our school band and also
study organ. My favorite school subjects are arit4metic
and English_ I
would like to hear from other readers.
Judith Ross (Age 14), Massachusetts

•

(AlIIlIIJers on this page)

DearJunior Etude:
~studypiano and my hobbies are readmg and dancing. I would like to hear
fr?m readers, especially in other countnes.
.

give name of State, would have won
a prize! A few forgot their towns, some
forgot to give age or Class!

Toms
Jane Welsh, Janet Maw, Oiane
Knlbbs, Sarah Boland, Ellen King, Brenda
MacKenzie, Susan Krongold.
(Age 6 to 14)

Dear Junior Etude:
We are sending you a picture taken at
our piano recital. It was held in Prin·ce
Arthur Hall and we all ·had a very enjoyable time. I played four nUIlJher.s.
I am in Grade five and hope to try my
fifth grade ex,aminations this .year. Last
year I played in the Kiwanis Music
Festival and received a mark of 77.
.
Sarah Boland (Age 12), Canada

ss
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(Continued from Page 51)
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pianist in the year 1956. The basis of
his fingering was established
some 200
years ago and in the course of t~e 19th
century these were added as actrve p.articipants in his performance,
the wrist,
forearm, shoulders, perhaps
even the
torso and, of course, the feet. But what
can we expect of him so far as general musicianship,
sensitivity
to the
various historical styles, knowledge
of
contemporary
music are concerned?
Probably, very little.
And yet, the pianist in 1956 is in a
much better position to acquire these
basic attributes of his profession
than
he was 100 or 200 years ago, He can
conquer his difficulties in many ways,
starting with the study of recorded and
broadcast performances
in addition to
attendance
at concerts
of the outstanding artists of his time. He is also
in a much better position to acquire
accurate scores of the music of the past.
Starting in the middle of the last century, as a corrective to abuses such as
Czerny's, there developed
a scholarly,
scientific interest in collecting
and republishing scores faithful
to the composers of the past. The Bach Gesellschait was founded in 1850; the Handel Society a bit earlier.
This movement, which can be counted as another
benefit of the 19th century,
has come
to full flower in our own age through
the increasing availability
of inexpensive, true scores of earlier music. The
pianist, living in a time when vigorous
'and constant efforts are being made to
reconstruct
the artistic
values of the
past, has also at his disposal many fine
books which dear the way for a better
understanding
and,
consequently,
a
truer performance of much fine music
of earlier times. Guides to contemporary music are also available.
The course of the piano column of
ETUDE is clear. It is Our aim to help
make our pianists true products of the
20th century. To this end we shall, in
the months to come, invite writers of
various callings and special abilities to
present their views on many aspects of
music for the keyboard. We· shall ask
enlightened theorists to tell us about
the structure of works which, many of
us have believed, seem to have none.
We shall need scholars to tell us what
the music· of other periods
was like,
what the instruments
and performers
could do, what they could not do. We
shall need liberated editors to tell us
about the responsibilities
and difficulties of preparing, for (lur better education, the scores on which Our interpretation so largely rests. We shall need
venturesome
and accomplished
performers to tell' us how best to master
challenging aspects of piano music, We
most certainly shall need composers to

tell us how they have put their music
together,
how they would like to have
it represented
in performance.
We believe that by these and other
means we can most successfully help
the piano
student and, perhaps, at
times his teacher, to remove the weeds
of neglect from many potentially rich
parts of his field of interests.
THE END

MANHATTAN

"there will be more of these telecasts
I can promise you." They will be something
to anticipate
eagerly if they
achieve the high standard set in the
first show by Renata Tebaldi and Jussi
Bjoerling
in the "Boheme" duet and
Zinka Milanov, Jan Peerce and Leon.
ard Warren
in their selections, and if
the introductions
to performers are
more sober and less extravagant.
Rimsky-Korsakov
will be introduced
to television viewers when his music is
used as the basis of the SCore for
"Marco
Polo,"
an NBC Spectacular
scheduled
for Saturday evening, May

12. With Clay Warnick, Mel Pabl and
Irwin
Kostal
providing the musical
adaptation,
and Edward Eager the Iyrics, the production will star the popular
musical
theatre's
Alfred Drake and
Dorene
Morrow.
Harold Arlen and
E. Y. Harburg's
musical, "Bloomer
Girl," will be revived over NBC-TV on
Monday evening, May 28, as will Victor Herbert's
operetta, "Sweethearts,"
with Gordon MacRae, over NBC-TV on
Saturday
evening, June 9. Also, the
popular John Hersey novel, "A Bell for
Adano," once adapted into a stage play,
is slated for presentation over CBS-TV
on Saturday
evening, June 2, as fashioned by Arthur Schwartz into a musical comedy.
Musical
comedy's lusty Ethel Merman and balladeer
Burl Ives, in the
meanwhile,
will give audiences a rare
chance to see them in dramatic roles
when they appear on CBS·TV Wednesday evening, May 9, and Sunday evening, May 6, respectively-Miss
Merman in an original script, "Honest in
the Rain";
Ives in an adaptation by
Maurice
Valency of a Thomas Hardy
story, "The Stranger."
"Voice of Firestone" over ABC radio
and TV for May and June lists the
following names:
May
7, Jerome Hines
May 14, Rise Stevens
May 21, Robert Rounseville
May 28, Dorothy Warenskjold
and
Brian Sullivan
June
4, Nadine Conner
June 11, to be announced
June 18, Elaine Malbin
June 25, Jerome Hines
THE END

COLLEGE of MUSIC

of our
forefathers,
and that is to do a bigger
job than one which has to do only with
national defense, that is help Humanity
from having to live or die in a world
too much disgraced by medieval slavery.
"A Peoples World Nation in which
every honest country will be free to live
its own native life with the help of its
World Army Police, will bring to its
realization,
the greatest hope of the
world today; a world where men can
stand up as men and friends, and 'do
unto others as they would be done by.'''
All of this might have been written
today.

SUMMER SESSION
2

MUSIC VIA RADIO

(Continued from Page 39)
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KNOX

Dean,

S. C.

Deportm.nt of Music
Gor.sburg,~rllinoi.
Member
N. A. S. M.

COLLEGE

THOMAS W. WILLIAMS
Chairman
Catalog tent

upon

request

can say that it is not. It is strong on
production
and spectacle,
its dancers
are carefully trained, its stars are excellent and its Ulanova is one of the
world's great artists. But the potential
range of ballet is absent, the dramatic
elements are sadly dated and in some
films, feats of skill do not obscure carelessness (even sloppiness) of execution.
It is safe to say that the Russians,
divorced from all influences, no longer
have a monopoly on ballet achievement.
Our own Maria Tallchief could match
anyone
of them in matters of technical
prowess and exactitude and Nora Kaye
could show them how drama and dance
(in traditional
as well as in modern
ballets)
can be united. And certainly
our choreographers
of the free West
could reveal to them the vast new ballet
riches which have been developed and
accumulated
since the death of Petipa.
Yes, the movie of "The Ballet of
Romeo and Juliet" is highly instructive,
in a way that was never intended, as
well as providing the film-goer with lavish spectacle.
During its month's season at the City
Center
from mid-February
to midMarch, the New York City Ballet offered three new works in addition to
more than twenty regular repertory productions. The novelties were George
Balanchine's
"Allegro
Brillante"
(to
the only completed movement of Tchaikovsky's Third Piano Concerto), Jerome
Robbins' "The Concert" (utilizing music of Chopin)
and Todd Bolender's
"The Still Point." The new Balanchine
work, a pleasantly inventive non-narrative ballet in classical style, provided
Mal'ia Tallchief with a fine new role in
which her technical accomplishments,
her superb style and gracious manner
were beautifully defined.
Mr. Robbins' "The Concert" was half
hilarious
and half disappointing.
Its
(Continued on Page 64)

Foculty

Indudes:

Georl'). lornoff
Rafael Branstelll
Arthur Fiedler
karl Geirlnl')er
David Blair McClosky
Emanuel Ondricek
Gardner Read
Jules Wolffers

Auditions
and

of the

For

Robert
25 Blagden

catalog

write:

A. Choate,
Street,

Boston

Dean
16, Mass,
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Before you decideCHECK THE

.~~

•

CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
SPECIALIZED ORCHESTRA TRAINING: Boston
Symphony's
concertmaster
Richard
Burgin trains the NEC Orchestra. Graduates are found in the major- symphonies
throughout
the country.
THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY hall
engaged NEC graduates annually since 18tQ.
Eleanor Steber. Mildred Miller, and Rosalind
Elias are NEe alumnae
now at the Met.
Ouiere are at N.Y. City Center, abroad, and
with the New England Opera Theatre under
Boris Goldovakv.

•

DIRECTORS AND SUPERVISORS Of MUSiC
-these
are the positions held by our Musle
Education g ruduates : they are leaders and
excel as teachers.
THE NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY is an
accredited college of music which grants the
degree> of Bachelor and Master of Music,
HARRiSON
KELLER, President
FOR ILLUSTRATED

CATALOG,

moil

coupon

-----_._-_ .._----._-_._-.,

Dean Chester
W. Willioms
Room 11
NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY Of MUSIC
290 Huntington
Avenue, Boston 15, Moss.
Please send me the college catalogue. I am
intel·ested in the Bachelor's 0, Master's 0,
Artist's Diploma 0, Popular Music 0 course.
Name ...

•• d

•••

AJdress.
City, State.
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CHORAL

Teach correct timing early

with METRONOME de Moelzel
by SETH THOMAS
lum. It is easily adjustable for tempos
from 40 to 208 beats a minute.
Enclosed in a handsome hardwood
case, its sturdy keywound mechanism
is built with the skilled hands of mas-

realizes better than you how
important is the early development
of a good sense of timing. In order to
establish good timing habits, it's only
natural that so many teachers and students have turned to dependable Metronome de Maelzel by Seth Thomas"
-the company whose name has meant
precision in time for 141 years.
Noone

ter craftsmen. Great painstaking
attention is given to every detail of

construction to assure you unparalleled quallty c-to make Seth Thomas
Metronome the finest you can buy.
Ask your music dealer, department
or jewelry store to show you this fine
metronome. Only $13.50t•

This durable instrument is famous
for its exact and dependable measuring of time-audibly and visibly-by
distinct tick and oscillating pendu_Reg. U.S.

tRet.Dll_Price

Pat. Off.

SUbject to

Seth ll-wmas Clocks
University

change

Thomaston,
Conn.
Div. of General TimeCorp.

of Toronto

ROYAL CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
60yd

Neel-Dean

SUMMER
Ettore

Toronto

Ma:noleni-Principal

ROY HENDERSON,
voice. GORDON
JACOB,
orchestration
ond composition.
HERMAN GEIGER-TOREL, ERNESTO
BAR_
BINI, opera workshop.
RAFAEL MENDEZ, trumpet.
ALFRED
~ALLODORO,
c1orinet.soJ(ophone.
PIERRE
SOUVAIRAN,
prone. DOUGLAS ELLIOTT, organ, sacred music.
T~achers'
Co~rse.s-piano,
voice, theory, wind instruments.
Privote Instruction
In
All Branches of Music.

July
3 -27

Stratfard
July 23August 10

(In conjunction
Dromo).

YORK

with

CLAUDIO
For comp/efe

Royal

NEW

SCHOOL

the

ARRAU,

Stratford
piano.

information,

of

BORKH,

Music

School,

OF

MUSIC

Arved Kurtz, Director
Chartered
College and Professional Courses,
• , Oass and Individual
Instruction ••• Daytime or E..,ening ••. Full or Part Time

SUMMER SESSION-JUNE
II4 EAST 85th STREET

Wille

for

and

voice.

write:

Conservatory of Music Summer
Toronto 2B, Canada

COLLEGE

Pesflvel

INGE

1878

18 THROUGH JULY 27
Calalo?,

NEW

YORK

28, N. Y.

MUSIC IN COLLEGE

(Continued

from Poge 42)

other distinctive purpose. The most proficient musicians are chosen by audition
and the emphasis is placed in the direction of excellence in performance and
the study of varied repertoire with detailed attention to choral techniques.
The size of the college and its emphasis determine to a large extent the
number
of organizations to be established
between
the top performing
group and the general choral society.
Frequently,
men's or women's glee
clubs are developed to provide experi,
ence for those whose interest is stronger
in non-mixed
groups. Small vocal ensembles provide a further outlet, exist.
ing for the sole purpose of the study
of choral Jiterature or for extensive use
in public performance.
In the field of music education-that
is, the preparation
of teachers who will
teach
school
music-certain
specific
cou rses are prescribed by state departments of education. Among these are
applied music-which
is interpreted to
include choral music. It is the feeling
of some music administrators that in
order to do an effective job, it is imperative
that the prospective teacher
have experience
in vocal ensembles
even though he may plan to teach instrumental
music only, and vice versa.
Accordingly
choral music experience
may be required of all music students
who plan to teach in the schools. A one.
third
to two-thirds
ratio in college
credit hours might be established with
the two-thirds
required in the field of
the student's
major applied emphasis.
An inescapable
demand is often put
upon the choral department to provide
musical "window-dressing"
for the institution.
This tends to emphasize the
aspect of performance which some critics deplore, but need not be foreign to
liberal arts ideals. Only when the major
emphasis is on superficial "show" rather
than sound musical education can this
criticism
be valid. Defensible educational procedure would make the goals
of basic music education primary in
importance
and relegate the publicity
emphasis to a secondary status.
In order that the choral program may
have academic
respectability-and
it
must have, if it is to fulfill a place in
satisfying
the humanities requirements
as set up by the college-the
materials
selected must be of sufficient stature
and variety as to give the student contact with the fuJi body of choral literature. There is no set pattern in the
attainment
of this goal, but, regardless
of the approach, it is essential that the
choral conductor plan a long-range program. If college credit is given, a major
portion of the literature studied must
be fresh and new to the student. If a
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significantamount of ~he c~ora! lite.rarureis repeated, t~ere IS no JuSUficatI?n
forawarding credit as a respectable libral arts course. It follows, then, that the
~horal conductor must have a basic
knowledgeof the history and literature
of choral music in order to avoid meaningless anachronisms.
Many colleges have been allowing
academic credit for choral participation. Naturally, the amount of credit
and the specific groups for which it is
allowed depend upon the standards
established by the college and the department of music. Credit is generally
optional with the student; hence, ~Ide
hy side will be the student who desires
humanities credit for his choral experience and the student who selects the
course as a co-curricular
activity. In
many cases the one does not know or
particularly care about the credit status
of his neighbors. Expectations
of both
are generally similar. Credit allowed
for choral music usually corresponds
10 the credit
offered in laboratory
coursesand in other non- prepared subjects.
A choral organization
is probably
the most unusual musical organization
in which the college student who has
no special musical skill may participate. Generally these organizations will
exist within a college in both selective
and non-selective groups, and fulfill the
needs of both the general college student and the student who is preparing
for a career in the music profession. If
the choral conductor plans a program
which will simultaneously
satisfy the
needsof all interested people, be indeed
has completed a worthy and Herculean

task.

THE END
ORGAN QUESTIONS
(Continued from Page 43)

to a lesser degree by hearing. The figures you mention in connection with
"Connscnate" indicate the particular
model of the Conn Electronic
Organ
beingdescribed.
I have been fold that there is a six
manual pipe organ located in Atlantic
City,N. 1. Is this true? If so, what are
the names of the manuals? Are there
olherorgans with as many manuals?

C. S. C.-N. C.
The summary of the pipe organ at
the Convention Hall in Atlantic City
describes it as the "World's
Largest
Organ" having seven manuals
and
33,112 pipes. A very complete and detailed stop specification lists the Iollowing: Pedal, Great, Choir, Swell,
Solo, Fanfare and Echo (a total of
seven), suggesting that the seven manuals would include the Pedals. Another
?! the famous large organs is the one
In the John Wanamaker
Store in Philadelphia, having 6 manuals, 451 stops
and 30,067 pipes.
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DALCROZE
only authori:o-ed

The

Intensive

Dolcroze

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Teachers

Training

Summer Course,
Hildo M. Schuster,

School

in the

Americas

July 5-Aug. 15
Director

RHYTHM

SOLFEGE
IMPROVISATION
PIANO PEDAGOGY
Orchestration-Harmony-Composition-Counterpoint
Alertness and Increment Credit
Vocal and Instrumental
Instruction by ARTIST TEACHERS
For

Information
TRAFALGAR

apply
to:
9·0316--161

DALCROZE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
EClst 7]rd St •. New York21. N.Y.

Sacred Mllsi( (ourse offers •••

Specialized,
well-rounded
prepares you for a ministry
For 'important
spiritual
MBl's Sacred Music course
comprehensive
Bible study
intensive music training on
tory level.
General tuition at Moody
Fees for applied music are
sonable.

training
of music.
emphasis,
combines
with the
COl "eIV8-

is FREE.
very rea-

majors in piano, organ, voice and
composition,
Also instruction in orchestral
instruments,
music theory
and literature - plus a number of unusual church related subjects. Excellent, experienced faculty.
New, four-story William Howard
Doane Memorial music building provides
modern
classrooms and 3B
sound-proof r,ractice rooms. Practice
facififies inc ude 66 pianos, 3 pipe
organs and 5 electric organs.
Unlimited
opportunities for practical experience with the MBI musical
groups, on our own radio station,
WMBI,
and in Chicago's
many
churches.
Write today for descriptive CATALOG. Address
Office of Admissions,
:epi. ED56-32S.
Fall

BOSTON CONSERVATORY

ALBERT

Registration.

Sept.

"·10

of MUSIC

ALPHIN
Dir
26 FENWAY, BOSTON, MASS.
Cou;ses
i~ Applied
Music, Composition
ond Musi::: Education
leading to
Mus.B. degree.
DRAMA and DANCE courses leading
to B. F. A. degree.
faculty of 50 including
members of Baston Symphony Orchestra
Dormitories
for Women, Catalol) on request.
Fall Term
Summer Term
Sept. 18
June 25-Aug. 4
Member of Notional Association of Schools of Music

PEABODY

CONSERVATORY
COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Reginald

Stewart,

Oi,ectar

ramplete musical traIning In all branches. Diploma. M.Mus .• B.Mus .. Teacher's Certificate. An1l1aUon with
Johns Hopkins unrverens. Goucher and Loyola Colleges. Member of the Natlon.al As,oelatlon or SchOOls of
.\lusic and or the MIddle Ststes Assuctatton
or f'ollell"es and Secondary Schooh. Dormitories.
SUMMER SESSION-JUNE
25 to AUGUST 4
Registror,
9 E. Mt. Vernon Ploce
Boltimon 2, Maryland

you are !Jnl/iled to Attend

maJler ClaJJ

01

DALI ES FRANTZ
EI Paso. Texas
Spon!JoreJ

tv

5exaJ

June 6-9

m.:

National
Piano Teachers
Nat'l

Hdqtrs:

:JeaclurJ AJ60ciafion and

GUILD

Box 1113, Austin 66, Texos
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MORE

SHALL

WHERE

I GO

HAZEL GRIGGS

RICHARD McCLANAHAN

Pianist

Teacher of Piano
Matthay
exponent,
forrnerlv
his ~epresentot!v.e.
>-'flvole lelsons, technic courses; available
as VISlt-

Beginners

WILLIAM

HUGHES

Corr eapondenc e Courses
9 Melrose Lone, Douglaston
63, L.I., N.Y.

Viola Hull (Desmond)
Teacher of singing-Europeon
frained
"Bel Canfo"
Voice culture-didion-coaching
Phone: Trofalgor 1-8230
New York C;t~
b08 West End Ave.

CRYSTAL WATERS
Ieccher of Singing
Popular Songs and Classics
TV.-Rodio-Sfage
Concert
105 East 54fh St.
New York 22. N. Y.

Plonist, Teacher, Composer
leacher 01 Aaron Copland,
Elie Sl8gmei5fer ond
many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel AnSOnia, B·...ay at 73rd ~I., New York City

FICHANDLER

Pianist, Teacher
314 Wesf 75th St .• Ne ... York. Su-7·3775
Compositions published by G. Schirmer
and Theodore Presser.

Eminenf Vocal Teacher
167 Elmhurst Ave. H. P., Detroif 3, Michigon
Phone: Townseno tl-3Sb7

0'

1455 Horvard

Toledo
2594

Blvd.
Phone: Walbridge

14, Ohio

HARRY EULER TREIBER: Mus. D.
Voice Building
Pupil of the late Wm. L. Whitney
{Yunnuctni Method)
Studio 509: 270 Huntington Ave., Boston, Moss.

LUCIUS DUNCAN
La 7-0723

104 N. Mole

St., Philo. 2. Po.

ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piono iechnic: Coaching
Concert Pionists:
Group Work: For further informotion
oddress
Studio 202. IOO51hElm St., Oollos, Telas

EDNA GUNNAR
·Concert

PETERSON

Pianist-Artist

Teacher

17447 Cost,llommore
Pocific Palisades.
Gladstone 4·1803

ERNESTO BERUMEN
TEACHER

Calif.

MAE GILBERT REESE

accepting
a limited
number
of serious
)'ano students
in New York Cily. For infor.
mation write:
150 Greenway
Terrace,
Forest
Hills
75. L. I., New York
.$

Pianist
Specialized training for
feachers and concert ortists
857 S. Rlmpou Blvd., Los Angeles 5, cor.
We 4-4272

ROSE RAYMOND

HAROLD HURLBUT

Eminent Pianist
EKPOnent of Mafthay principles
Teacher of teachers

Has taught
singers of METROPOLITAN
Opera,
Chicago and Son Francisco Operas,
stage
screen,
radio, television, including
,
NADINE CONNER, HOWARD KEEL, Evelyn Herbert, Henry Cordy and many otherl.
2150 N. Beachwood Dr., Hollywood, Co1.

SUMMER COURSE FOR
TEACHERS AND PIANISTS
July 2·3-5-6-7
Lessons-Lecture
Recitals
86th St., New York City

Mus.D.

EVANGELINE LEHMAN:

Violinist

LEOPOLD WOLFSON

Privote
320 West

-.Cocchinq,

1

Choir raining, lmpr-ovisc fion,
Harmony, Counterpoint,
fL!9ue,
Composition, Orchestration

Mme. Giovanna

AND

of Music

Piano, Or 0n, Conducting

"Teacher
of Successful
Pianists"
Moster's
T echnique-T
one-Interpretation
Special
Courses:
Harmony,
Improvisation
166 W. 72nd sr., N. Y. C.
Tel. Sc 4-8JSS

PIANIST

A.A.G.O.

New York College

HELEN ANDERSON

CONCERT

Artists

T. POLLAK

A.M., Mu s. nee..

SUMMER MASTER CLASS FOR
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS
JULY 2-AUGUST II
J 17 Eost 79th St., New York, N. Y.
Write for information

WILLIAM

to Young

Teacher's Workshops
522 Steinway Hall
SC 3-6085
113 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

'1'19Iectc-e.rec.tclist.
or critic-teacher.
Six-Day Piano Seminars
801 Steinway Bldg., 113 W. 57th St., N,V.C.

EDWIN

TO STUDY?

BAIN DAYMAN

24

MARY BOXALL BOYD

Recognized Vocal Authority and Coach
Teaching in Hollywood since 1925-Member
of fhe
Nafional Association of Teachers
of Singing
1354 N. Highlond Ave" Hollywood. Calif. HO 5-8942

Pupil of Lesche1izky and Artur Schnabel
"Pianist CInd leacher
of renown"-ETUDE
music
magazine
Now teaching at Nola Studios. Steinway Hall
113 W. 57th St.
Ne ... York City

Courses for piano feachers
cnd pionists
held in vorious states. Send postal
to
Ri. 6, Box 76W, JocksonviHe 7, Florida

CECILE. JAHIEL

MARSHALL BAILEY

Te!' EN 2-7586

Concert Pianist-Teocher-Compos~r
1st Prize-Paris
Conservatory
Former Pupil of Cartot, Rovel
PIANO LESSONS. Beginners to Artists
Moster Closses fvture Concert Pian ish
18 East 95th, New York 28, ENright 9-4244

HANS BARTH

Teacher of Composifion

;, the

new musical forms: Socrand
ood ToneJ(
using the new twelvetone notatian.
College course~
available
in neighboring cities.
'ISS South Lincoln Ave., Solem,

Ohio

ADVERTISING RATES
~HE~E SHALL I GO !O ~TUOV column i. limited to teocher..
Rate i. $10 per inch. with 0 minimum
~n5ert~on of 6 .consecutl~e Issue •. CLASSIFIED advertising is 20¢ per word, minimum charge of $3.00
er
In5erl'on. ClOSing dole IS the 5th of second month preceding publicoHon.
p

SUBSCRIBETO ETUDE FOR• TWO YEARS-AND
-$6.00 for two years.
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SAVE MONEY!

BAND TOURS!

(Continued

from Page 21)

the students
have been told by their
own director.
Clinics give the younger
students an opportunity to meet infor.
ma.lly with individuals close to their
own age who have made a choice of
a profession and are still going through
the process
of basic maturation on
their chosen instruments. A brief reading session can be incorporated into
the clinical portion of a concert to aid
local students
and conductors in becoming acquainted with the most recent
band publications.
The guest organization often provides the high school mu.
sioians with an opportunity to hear in.
struments
they are unable to include in
their own bands.
One of the major benefits that can be
derived by a community from the can.
cert of a visiting organization is that it
brings music to the community and sup.
plements
the local musical activities.
Many individuals who would not venture to travel a long distance to hear a
band will patronize their local school.
especially
for a benefit such as transporting the local band 10 the spring district music festival or assisting with the
uniform
fund, Service clubs within a
community are usually given an oppor·
tunity to aid in the promotion of a con·
cert through giving local grOUI)San 01"
porlunily
10 rai~e funds for a worthy
cause,
One of the chief contributions to the
host school is to creale an increased interest on the part of the slUdent bod)'
in the local music department. Another
contribution
10 the host school is financial. Most college tours are non-profit
ventures either completely subsidized br
a college. jointly subsidized by host
schools and communities. or completely
financed by the local schools sponsoring
the tours. The major expense of a tour
is transportaUon.
usually involving two
busses. a truck and two or three auto'
mobiles. This amount naturally varies
according to the extent of the tours. the
size of the touring organization and tbe
type of transportation
utilized. The
financial benefits derived by a sponsoring grou p is determined primarily by
the amount o{ local promotion and pub.
licity given to the concert and to the
amount charged
for admission. In al·
most aJi cases the local music depart·
ment will benefit financially.
A tour provides college students with
first hand information
about public
schools and public school students. Frequently the majority of the personnel
of a college band consists of individ~als who plan to make teaching then
career. Through
clinical opportuni~ie5
to try their skills in teaching, belllg
housed in the homes of the students,
having an opportunity to observe many
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sic departments in action, and by
.
I
dying the teac himg tee h mques
0
stu
.
many teachers an dl requen tIy seemg
d hearing the end result, the prosan
hi rd'
.
pectiveteacher ge ts.a
II .s-eye dVI1ew
f
f his chosen pro ession. t IS nee ess
Decatur. Illinois
te dwell on the degree to which a muw.
St. Clare Minturn,
Directal"'; Walter
Ernc:h, Chairman
of Graduate
Division
sicalorganization will improve under a
offers
;~ur situation of this type. The basic
COURSES LEADING TO THE DEGREES OF
lanning for a tour should begin at
feasta year prior to the tour. This plan.
BACHELOR OF MUSIC, BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION,
ningconsists of a tentative mapping of
MASTER OF MUSIC AND MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION.
the route to be covered. A tour should
SUMMER SESSION-JUNE
11 TO AUG. 3
notexceed five days because of the facREGULAR SESSION-SEPT.
10-14 TO MAY 31
tor of fatigue, the strain of travelling,
A limited number of scholarships
and the responsibiljties of college stuand graduate assistantships are available
dentswith regard to families, part-time
to qualified applir.ants
employmentand school obligations. If
a tour is annual, the route should be
variedfrom year to year to facilitate a
(treater geographical coverage. An at~emptshould be made to schedule concertsin cities at least fifty or sixty miles
apart to insure large attendance
{or
OF ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
eachnight concert, especially if the area
Regular
Summer Term-June 25 to August 4
is sparsely populated.
The selection of repertoire
for the
Graduate
and undergraduafe
classes
in Music History and literature,
Music Education
and
lour should be made at the beginning
Theory.
Also opplied
music instruction
in piano, organ, voice, and orchestral
instruments.
of the fall semester if the tour is to
be between semesters. Consideration
Special Short Courses
shouldbe given at this time to select
MARTIAL SINGHER
HILDA SCHUSTER
a program with variety and interest.
Dclcrcee Solfege. Eurythmics. and Improvisation
Thechoice of staff is of maximum irnVocal
Repertory
and Private
Lessens
pertance. Band managers should serve
June 25 to July 7
July 2 to July 20
as assistant managers for at least one
yearbefore assuming the responsibility
of booking and managing an extended
tour. The personnel nucleus usually
consistsof one manager, one assistant
manager,nurse, band officers, historian,
lruck crew for transporting
and handlingequipment. lih-arian and a stage
crew.Additional staff members are the
assistant conductor and a faculty representative from the college. It is of
extreme importance that everyone in
the touring organization thoroughly understand the responsibilities
of each
memberof the staff. Once the band is
on the road, the conductor's
duties
should be confined Lo only those of a
will be conducted throughout June, July, and August in
musicalnature.
a
number
of centers in the East, Mid· West, and South;
The school director with whom orig·
and in Los Angeles, California.
TOPICS will include prin.
inal plans are usually made {or a tollr
ciples
of
teaching;
technique
for
the modern piano; a surconcertfaces many problems in acceptvey of standard and new literature
for the piano; problems
ing the responsibility for such an lInof
teachers
and
students;
and
special
illustrated lectures on
drrtaking. The school administration
"Old Dance Forms" and "Mozart
and His Era". Commustbe aware of the advantages of a
posers Gene Bowers, Elliot Griffis, Ada Richter, Everett
guestconcert. ScheduJing problems inSteves, Mana-Zucca,
and others will play and discuss their
volvereserving the auditorium
for the
works.
For
detailed
local
data, mail this coupon to:
COncert.Housing approximately
one
hundred individuals demands thorough
planning and organization.
Publicizing a concert -is a responsiNAM'
biJity partially assumed by the host
ADDRESS;
---=
--:_
musicaldirector or by the local spon_ -'
IL-Interested in Workshop in
0 East
0 Mid-West
0 South
0 L.A.
sors. Much of the basic publicity is
furnished by the college in terms of
world renowned pianist and teacher, is a member of the
h1ochures, posters and
information
Artist Faculty of the Sherwood Music School, Chicago, and
PODOLSKY
LEO
editor of many works published by Carl Fischer, Summy,
aboutthe band, conductor and soloists .
and Belwin. Baldwin Pianos. Claremont Records.
It is, however, the responsibility of the
sponsor to disseminate
the publicity
nJU

MILLIKIN
SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY
OF MUSIC

Chicago Musical College

LEO PODOLSKY

PIA N0

rp~o~ -=s";;~s-;;;:~~
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Con6ervalor';j

I
I
I

OF MUSIC
Dedicated to the Superior Training of American

Talent

Intensive professionoJ study of MUSIC,
balanced with a liberal arts program
in America's first coeducational college.
Dormitories. Concert series by guest and
Oberlin artists. Excellent practic:;e facilities. Faculty of 55 eminent musicians.
National

Member

Association 01 Schools

01 Music

Write for;
_

Conservatory catalog' describing'
grees awarded

_

Bulletin on admission and
procedures

de-

audition

_Calendar of music events of the cur·
rent year
_

Director

Programs of concerts, recital.
during past season

of Admissions.

Oberlin

given

ColleC]e

Box 556, Oberlin,Ohio

MUSIC and

ARTS INSTITUTE

of

SAN

Bachelor of Music Degree
Free Literature

''''22 Jackson.

AMERICAN

S.F. 15

FRANCISCO

Ross Mel<:ee. Director

CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Olf~n ccuraes In all branch~s

Send for a free

of mustc

69th year. Faculty of 130 artist teachers
Member of National Asscctetton of Bchoola of Music
catalog-addrelJS;
John R. Hattstaedt.
Pres .• 577 Kimball

Bldg .•

Chicago

BUTLER UNIVERSITY

JORDAN

!" r~ch tradition.
Itatlon.

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
outstanding faculty, complete

a progressive

Baccalaureate

degrees

p.hilosophy,

an

Dance, Drama,

In _

Music, Music Education,

eeered,
Radio.

Write frw calologu. and d.l;r.d information

JORDAN

COLLEGE

OF MUSIC

IBox

Indianapolis
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El,

1204 Nortn Delaware

2, htdlolto

Street

J

advantageously
to insure the financial
guarantee to the guest band.
The above factors give a limited con.
cept of the preparation and organizetion of a band tour. The tour serves as
an unparalleled
promotional opportunity for music in the public schools
through clinics and assembly programs.
The tour also serves to interest and motivate students who are studying music
in the college.
THE END

TO BUILD AN ORCHESTRA
(Continued from Page 21)
from the school authorities are very
slight. This means then that the majority
of people directly connected
with the school curriculum must be
convinced
that the entire school and
community
will profit by having a
thriving orchestra.
Many times it is the parents who have
the initial desire for an orchestra. In
such cases it most certainly should be
their right and duty to work for the
establishment
of the orchestra as a valuable part of the local school program
and a contribution
to all children of the
community. Tf the music department of
the school exists for the purpose of
bringing
the best music to boys and
girls, then, who can argue convincingly
against the development of the orchestra as an essential medium [or this
purpose?
It goes without saying, however, that
no one grou p shou ld foster and develop
a school orchestra
program alone. It
really requires
the combined interest
and co-operative efforts of all those concerned with community cultural development. However, one group having a
strong desire for the orchestra can do
much toward starting the project. Once
initiated it is probable that others will
then see the need for the orchestra more
clearly and hence desire to keep the
program growing.
Assuming
that the necessary desire
exists, someone must have the professional "know-how" in order to direct the
orchestra
program. This responsibility
rests directly within the music department. The person selected to direct the
orchestra program must possess all the
skills of a master teacher. He must be
a dynamic, ingenious, likeable, convincing, and determined
teacher, to say
nothing of his qualifications as a musician.
Many people believe that the orchestra director must be a string player, but
many fine existing orchestras, directed
by non-string players, tend to disprove
these opinions. Such erroneous assumptions are ba~sed on propaganda and
hal f-trutha which are being proved false
in many parts of the country . .This is
not meant to imply, however, that an excellent knowledge of string instruments
is not basic to success. Although one
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does not necessarily have ro play a
stringinstrument to direct an orchestra,
there is little question but that it is an
assetif he does.
The fact that the string section encompassesthe "heart" of the orchestra,
placesit in a most prominent position,
butit must be remembered that the or-

chestradoes not consist of strings alone.
A director who tolerates poor brass,
woodwind,and percussion sections will
undoubtedlyhave a poor orchestra. He
mustnot only know string instruments
andthe important part they play in the
orchestra,hut he must know how various
effectsare obtained from all the instruments.He must understand the principles of bowing, fingering,
tonguing,
breathing,articulation, and phrasing On
all the instruments of the orchestra if
hisgroup is to develop properly. String
playeror not, he must understand
the
principles of staccato, spiccato, and
legate bowing and when each type
shouldbe used. He must know in which
part of the bow certain phrases can
best ie played.
He must know the
importanceof vibrato and other tech.
nicsin string playing and how to approach them in the rehearsal.
He
mustknow what an "orchestra tone" is
andhow 10 obtain it through the blending of the entire ensemble.
He must
knowhow to make the orchestra "sing,"
fora singing orchestra is a successful
orchestra.Tn short, he must be a master
musicianas well as an able teacher.
Everyorchestra director should take
advantageof the many services which
his professionu I organ izations
offer.
Groupssuch as the Music Educator's
National Conference. the American
SIringTeacher's Association.
and the
AmericanSymphony League are but
three such national agencies devoted
10 the cause of up-grading musical oppertunitiea for youthful Americans.
Some orchestra directors who have
~othad the advantage of good private
Instructorsin their communities
have
enlistedthe aid of talented students in
the school system who -could assume
leadership within their various sections
of the orchestra. Such a plan not only
develops.the
musicianship and leadership
abilitiesof these outstanding students,
but also develops the abilities of all
the members of the orchestra.
Other activities such as orchestra
clinics. contests, festivals. and joint
concertswith other schools have proven
10 be significant motivating
forces in
b UJildimg orchestras. Many of our states
a.rehavingorchestra jamborees and Iestl~al8.at all levels. from local to stateWid.e
.i? scope. The ability to sponsor
or JnHJatesuch activities will undoubt~dl.Ytallupon the orchestra directors.
hIS calls for an administrative
ability
o~ the part of the orchestra
people
w erever such events might develop.
The development of any worthwhile

••• but the Egyptians

knew it ages ago!
POWERS
to overcome
sickness!
Means to escape poverty! Knowledge
to bring happiness and peace of mind!
Skill and genius to create a civilization which we still copy today! These
are only some of the accomplish.
meats of the ancient Egyptians.
Above and beyond these physical
achievements was the secret wisdom
possessed by the Egyptian mystery
schools. In these centers of learning
men and women were taught the
laws of life and how to master them.
With this mastery they were able to
shape their destinies as they wished
them to be. It takes no greater mental
effort to achieve results when you know
how. Successful living is the oldest
art in the world. It consists of developing initiative, foresight and the
ability to combine experiences into
new and workable ideas.
These laws operate as unfailingly
as the laws which govern the sun,
moon and planets. "They were discovered centuries ago by certain wise
men of Egypt, and preserved down
through the ages by the Rosicrucians.

Time has since crumbled Egypt's
walls, but it couldn't destroy this formula for the control of life. In your
hands, this knowledge could alter
the enti re course of your affairs.
The Rosicrucians offer to you-if
you have the courage to break away
from limited forms of thinkingthese same simply expressed truths
of life which have led thousands to
a joyous method of better living.

Lei This FREE Book Help You
Learn how you may share the private instructions of The Rosicrucians,
a non-profit fraternity of men and
women whose influence extends into
every land. Let this be the turning
point in your life! For your copy of
"Tbe Mastery oj Life" use the coupon
below or write to Scribe T.Q. J.

Please send me, without obligation, my copy
of "The Mastery of Life" which explains how
I may receive and use your intelligent and age.
old method for attaining mastership of life.
Name

The Bosicrucians
(AMORCI
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, U. S..A,

\

Scribe T .Q.].
The Rosicrucians (AMORe).
San jose, California, U.S.A.

.

,:

.

Address
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CLASSIF
HARMONY, Composition,
Musical Theory.
Private

ence Instruction.

Orchestration,
or Oor-r-eapo n d-

Manuscripts

revised

11n d corrected.
Music arrang-ed.
Frank
Butler, 32-46 107 se, East Elmhurst
N. Y.

S.
69,

ACCORDIONS-Direct
from
importersave
50% and more!
Free
triaL
Lifetime guarantee.
Trades
accepted.
Free
Catalog.
Write
Accordion
Manufacturers, Dept. 56EU, 2003 Chicago,
Chicago
22, Illinois.

\VRITE
SONGS I Read
"Songwrl tera
Review" Magazine, 1660-ET
Broadway.
New York 19, 254 copy; $2.00 year. (Est.
] 946)

ltiOUIJ:lnl
HARiUONY. Composition
instruction.
New,
individual.
"Personal
Letter"
method.
Plano
arrangements
made.
Korber
studios,
406 St. Johns
Place.
Brooklyn
38, N.Y.

ltlAII._ORDER
OATAI,OG: Hun·
of self-instructive
books for m uto symphony.
'waner
Stuart
Music Lnc., 421·B Chestnut
St.,
Union, N. J.
FnR~

dreds

atcta ns. from jazz

liiACHIFICING 2011 ACCOUOIONS-ALL
)(I"'IIS. Discounts
to 70%. l'-"ree catalog.
Clavlolines
or other musical Instrument
secured.
Discount
House,
8932 88 St.,
Woodhaven
21. New York, VI 7-0866.
)lACK

POI-lIl.Art
J'iHI~ET JtlU~U)
'1'0
Catalog
15t. Classics
exchanged
for popular. Fore's,
E3151 High. Denver
5. Colorado.

]s;)o.

OLD V)OLINS AND O'I'HF.1l Il\"S'I'UUltIEN'1'S. Repairing.
Supplies.
Ea k en,
310 E. Washington
st., Chambersburg,
Pa.
JOHN S. HULL. Violin Maker, 33 yea.rs
ex ue rrence. :Specializing
in nne repairing. xerer encea furnished,
Por-t Hunter.
New York.
'1'\·PIA:"'lO. The Touch
System or Playing the Piano. The Powell
Piano .:v!l-Isk
hlocks the sight
of the keyboard
but
permits sight of the music. Play like the
e rt tsta - hy the
exclusive
senses
or
touch
and
hearing.
EITectively
aids
ha nd independence,
ear- training,
sight
reading,
memo riztn g. One plano mask
with manual of t ns tr uctton and original
exercises.
Send
$2. Address
John
E_
Gantner,
1001 Churchill
Ave .. Utica.
N. Y.
r.nO'rRIAN-STEINWEG
PIANOS.
internationally
acclaimed
"The wortd'e
Finest"., imported
from Germany.
Write
HOLSTAD
MUSIC
HOUSE,
337 Oak
Grove, Mlnn ea no lf s, Minn.
I+'REE-Amazing
new booklet "Success.
Popularity,
Happiness
}l'rom Your PI_
ano." How to find the newest In modern
piano playing
secrets.
Ernest
Weidner
System, 423 E. Seventh
St., Boston 27,
Mass.

'I

D S

AnHA~("i:jUENTS-rich,
full sounding
'r e nor Band Arrangements,
"Pops,"
Standards.
Specials.
Bob Bullard,
1118
North
Sixth, Maywood,
111.

LEARN
PIANO
TUNING
AT BOllE.
Course by Dr. Wm. Braid White, world's
leading- piano
technician
and tea che r,
Write Karl Ba r-t errbach, 100lA Wells St.,
Lafayette,
Ind.

l

A

LEARN
PIANO
'.l'UNING - Simplified,
authentic
instruction
$4.00-Literature
free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher St., Elmira,
N. Y.
.

SWING
PIANO - BY ltIAIL.
30 serr .
teaching
lessons
$3. Samples.
Over 50
p ubllea tto ne. Phil
Breton
Publications,
P.O. Box 1402, Omaha
8. Nebraska.

1-

D

VIOMNMAKERS.
AMATI'~URS.
PItO_
FE~SIONALS. Fine tone :Seasoned Euro~
pean Violin makers
Wood. Complete Ma.
leril1ls, Tools, Instructlon~,
PatternR.
Illustrated
Catal()~ue
lOot. Premier
Violin
!?upplles,
Dlvll'ion
'·;VN. 430 ~otlth
HrolHlway, Los Angf'les
13, CalifornIa.
KANZLER. HARPSICHORDS.
finest 1m.
ported Austrian
harpsichords:
modern
style. Ingeborg
Kanzler
Ebbesen
Redwood Falls,
Minn.
'
PLAY POPULAR
PIANO
professional
style, $I postpaid.
Walter
Kazaks
234
E. 58th St., New York 22, N. Y.
'
PIA1\"O 'rUNING
OOURSE-Complete
self-Instruction
lessons.
Also teaches
you plano
regulating,
repairing
a-nd
~l her servicing
operations.
Wondf"rful
Itlystratlons.
Full price, only $4.95 postpaId-or
c.o.d. plus
postage.
Satisfaction guaranteed
or refund.
Nelson Com.
pany,
210 S. Clinton,
Dept
AU-IOO
Chicago 6. lB.
"

HAND
BUILUING
EX EHClSI!lS
FOR
PIANISTS
by Weldon Carter.
Teachers,
concert
pianists,
advanced
students.
A
better
technic
with
20 minutes
dally
practice.
Send $1.00 for COpy tv wasning to n Musical Institute.
1730 St x t een t h
Street,
N.W., Washington,
D.C.
SCII!lNT"'~IC SIGHT n~AUING
tees immediate
sight
reading
ment-36
pages-$1-Morong,
Brooklyn
25, New York.

guaranimproveBox 21,

'VRI'I'E-A-'I'UNF.:
Exciting!
Fun!
Fame!
Surprise
offer! Limited!
Griscom
"Opportune,"
Berkshire
V, Sandy Hook,
Conn.
VIOLIN
LADEL FACSIl'IILES-Free
booldet
of thirty-five
old labels.
Brochure
of modern
Italian.
French
and
German
Violins
and Bows.
Importers.
Suburban
Music,
M. H. Brinser,
643
Stuyvesant
Avenue,
Irvington,
N. J.
60 .!II.'\'U'I'E ORGAN COUn.SE. Learn
to
play the organ Instantly.
Send $1.25 to
Moorman
Music cc., 2913 7th Street,
Meridian,
Miss.
.MODERN INDIVIDUALIZED
PIANO or
organ
ta.ug ht . by tape
recording
and
correspondence.
\Vrite for information:
GEORGE
FORGE NATIONAL
CORRE·
SPONDENCE
COUnSE.
Box 56, ETUDE
Magazine,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
DESIRE
TO PURCHASE
RECORDS
of
Kathryn
Grayson's
songs
before
"Grounds
for Marriage."
John
E. Bauman, Box 302, Emporia,
Kansas.

r;;.

ltJUSICAL STATIONERY
ness
cards,
adca rd s. Samples.
P. O. Box 664, Pottstown,
Pa.

r;;.Gerry's.
Busi-

VIOLINIS'I'S:
"HO'V
TO PLAY
UE'1'-rnm- $1.00. Booklet everyone
who loves
the violin should
have.
J. Prager,
289
Empire,
Brooklyn
25, New York.
SINGERS!
ACCOMPANIMENTS
RECORDED TO ORDER, OR L.P. ACCO.M:PANIM~NT
ALBUMS. Also,
your
tape
recordings
transferred
to records.
ESQUIRE
RECORDS,
690 Washington
St., Brookline,
Mass.
FOR
SALIl:. WELL
ESTABLISHED
SCHOOL OF MUSIC in fine Philadelphia
su burb, successful
for 30 years.
Except.io na l, talented
enrollment
which could
be enlarged
from waiting
list. School on
paying
basis. Either
all equipment
and
enro~lment,
",-,ith privilege
to
lease
studIOS, or entire property
consisting
of
beautiful
home on landscaped
grounds
plu~
studios
and
equipment.
Oppor:
tunlty
rarely
presented
"'rite
Box 58
ETUDE.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
'
THE
'VINSETT
TRAN"SPOSEn
taltes
the ~onfusion
out of transposing
sheet
musIC from one key to another.
Saves
time .. Plastic
slide nile.
$4.95 postpaid.
P. 'Vlflsett
Co., Key "'est,
Florida.
'l'HE LA'" OF CHORD COXS'I'HUC'I'i"ON
for piano and organ study.
Copyrighted
by George Forge. Send $2 postage
pre.
paid. Box 55, ETUDE,
Bryn
Mawr, Pa.
l0:4-lJSED UA~D lJN"IFORJllS. darl~ blue
orange
trim, complete.
Sizes 35 to 44'
Navy blue ov~r~oats
optional.
Good to
excellent
condItIOn. Contact
Band Direc_
tor,
Bowling
Green
State
University
Bowling
Green, Ohio.
'

enterprise demands a great deal of hard
work. In the case of building an orchestra, the work is rewarding enough to
make one forget the many tiresome details connected with such an undertaking. Recruitment of orchestra members,
counseling,
testing, parent visitation,
promotional
activities, program planning, rehearsing, are but a few of the
many duties required. However, those
who know the values of the orchestra
and have its establishment as their goal
will sacrifice readily to make the pregram successful.
THE END

from Page 57)

best portions were as funny as any that
dancing has come up with in many a
year as the choreographer led us into a
situation which permitted a group of
highly individualistic concert-goers to
react without inhibition to the music at
hand. Mr. Bolender's offering, a romantic dance, had previously been produced
by the Dance Drama Company, headed
by Emily Frankel and Mark Ryder.
A highlight of an entirely stirring
ballet season was the dancing of Miss
Tallchief, who proceeded to break her
own high record of dance achievement
with a series of performances not soon
to be forgotten
by those fortunate
enough to see them.
The Ballet Theatre's New York season, now current at the Metropolitan
Opera House, has featured a repertory
of twenty-eight ballets, including two
new works (one by Agnes de Mille and
one by Antony Tudor) and three revivals.
Earlier in the year, Miss de Mille
also enjoyed a thoroughly successful
invasion of television when she appeared as narrator, dancer and choreographer on "Omnibus" in a program
devoted to the evolution of the ballet
from the seventeenth century to the
present.
A dance event, not immediately related to performing, took place in March
when the fifth annual Capezio Dance
Award, an award given for service to
the art of dance jn America, was given
to Genevieve Oswald, curalor of the
dance archives of the New York Public
Library. Shortly after the award was
announced, the Rockefeller Foundation
granted a sum of money to the Hbrary
to be used exclusively for the dance
coJIectjon and specifically for engaging
assistants for Miss Oswald in her task
of indexing and cataloguing the large
amount of dance materials which had
not yet been incorporated into the already vast collect jon of dance items
currently available to students, dancers,
choreographers
and researchers.
THE END
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Fishing's fun, of course. And where is the
boy who prefers piano to an afternoon of
angling? But, after a while, fishing wears thin.
Weary young spirits look for something else.
Piano can be that something else-if the
music is right. Now, with summer only an arm's
length away, and with a student's fancy
turning to lighter, midsummer frolics, recommend one of these popular collections-six
perfect ways to keep interest alive and assure
students' return in the fall.
At music dealers everywhere.

~RE55,

melo-

Volume II
77 new arrangements
by Denes Agay of traditional
hits. Some of the titles: High School Cadets March

(Sousa);Hot Time in the Old 7'own Tonight; Melody
of Loue;Sabre Dance; The Rosary; My Lord, What
A Morning as well as many other familiar melodies.c-.
$1.25.

FOLK-WAYS U.S.A.
Volume I
A fascinating introduction to the world of soundmusic springing from native American
sources. 41
songs, scenes and sketches graded up to 11;'2. By Elie
Siegmeister. "Recommended." Piano Teachers Infor-

mation Seruice.--$LOO.
Volume II
27 songs, sights and sounds with a distinctive
American touch. The pioneer West. Brooklyn in 1910, the
Civil War, the Gold Rush-these
are just a few of
the themes featured in this new volume by Elie
Siegmeister. Text explains background
of each song.
Grades IV2-2. "Recommended." Piano Teachers In-

formationService.--$1.00.
BOY'S OWN BOOK
Sturdy, bold and adventurous, everything about these
23 pieces appeals to boys. Piano is a perilous venture
into another world when the music suggests At the
Campfire,The Camel Train, I Am a Pirate, Indian
War Dance and other exciting moods. Grade 2.-.85

GIRL'S OWN BOOK
Petite femmes trip the light fantastic
as they play
such tunes as A Merry Frolic, Pop! Goes the Weasel,
Sprmg Is Here, Dolly's Birthday Waltz and 20 other
'"~"''"-
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MUSIC

Volume I
75 popular all-time favorites for intermediate
graders.
Denes Agay arrangements include: At Dawning; By

excerpts from the Classics and 51 other familiar
dies-$1.25.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF FAMILIAR

the Waters of Minnetonka; Oh, Promise Me; Sidewalks of New York; To a Wild Rose, nineteen

THE DANCE
(Continued

How to make midsummer daydreams come true!
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Music, speech, and art without
additional cost above regular academic
tuition - Radio Station WMUU
and UNUSUAL FILMS provide
opportunities for practical experience
in the fields of radio and cinema.
Bob Jones University stands without
apology for the "old-time religion" and
the absolute authority

of the Bible.

A Christian philosophy

of life and a

strong evangelistic

emphasis prepare

young people for useful Christian
service and witness.

You have UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITIES in the

Bob Jones University trains character
as well as intellect, develops

back-

bone as well as mind. It is not
surprising, therefore,

that Bob Jones

University graduates

are outstanding

Christian leaders around

the world.

)
Academy and seventh and eighth grades in connection
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BOB JONES UNIVERSITY
GREENVILLE,

SOUTH

Summer Session-June

/

CAROLINA

4 - July 7

